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Abstract
The development of ultra-high-speed and ultra-compact electrical drive
systems is needed for new emerging applications, such as generators
and starters for micro gas turbines, turbocompressor systems, drills for
surgery tools, and machining spindles. For the expected rotational speeds
in the area of 500 000 to 1 million revolutions per minute (rpm), no known
research eﬀort has occurred, and therefore new solutions for the electrical machine, the power electronics converter and the (sensorless) control
have to be found.
This Thesis deals with the diﬀerent parts of, as well as the integration
into, an ultra-high-speed drive system. The goal is the best combination
of the individual parts in order to realize an ultra-high-speed electrical
drive system with highest eﬃciency and power density. A permanentmagnet machine suitable for highest-speed operation is identiﬁed and
an integrated mechanical and electromagnetic design and optimization
method is developed. Existing and new inverter topologies and control
methods are evaluated, and a pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) inverter together with a stator ﬂux-based sensorless control is adapted for
highest-speed operation. Furthermore, for integrating the electrical drive
system into an application, possible high-speed bearing technologies are
compared and a thermal and rotordynamic design is presented on the
example of a miniature turbocompressor system.
The results are veriﬁed with two hardware prototypes of machine and
power and control electronics, a world record speed test bench rotating
at 1 million rpm and a 500 000 rpm drive system which is integrated into
a miniature turbocompressor.

v

Kurzfassung
Die Entwicklung ultrahochdrehender elektrischer Antriebssysteme wird
benötigt für neuartige, aufkommende Anwendungen, wie Generatoren
und Starter für Mikrogasturbinen, Turbokompressoren, Bohrer für medizinische Handstücke, und Materialbearbeitungsspindeln. Für die voraussichtlichen Drehzahlen im Bereich von 500 000 und 1 Million Umdrehungen pro Minute (U/min) haben bisher keine Forschungsanstrengungen
stattgefunden, und daher bedarf es neuer Lösungen für die elektrische
Maschine, den Wechselrichter und die (sensorlose) Regelung.
Diese Dissertation befasst sich mit den einzelnen Komponenten, sowie
der Integration in ein ultrahochdrehendes Antriebssystem. Das Ziel ist
die beste Kombination der individuellen Komponenten um ein ultrahochdrehendes Antriebssystem mit höchstem Wirkungsgrad und Leistungsdichte zu realisieren. Eine permanentmagnetisch erregte Maschine, geeignet für den Betrieb mit höchsten Drehzahlen, wird eruiert und eine
ganzheitliche, mechanische und elektromagnetisches Auslegung und Optimierung wird entwickelt. Bestehende und neue Wechselrichtertopologien werden evaluiert und ein ’pulse amplitude modulation’ (PAM) Wechselrichter zusammen mit einer sensorlosen Regelung basierend auf dem
Statorﬂuss wird adaptiert für den Betrieb mit höchsten Drehzahlen. Für
die Integration in eine Anwendung werden zudem mögliche Lagerarten
verglichen und es wird, anhand des Beispiels eines Mikroturbokompressors, eine thermische und rotordynamische Auslegung präsentiert.
Die Resultate werden anhand zweier Prototypen von Maschine und
Leistungs- und Steuerelektronik veriﬁziert, einem Prüfstand mit der Weltrekorddrehzahl von 1 Million U/min und einem Antriebssystem mit
einer Drehzahl von 500 000 U/min welches in einen Miniaturturbokompressor integriert wird.
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Notation
Symbols
A
B, B
Brem , B rem
C
Cm
cf
Cb
cb
Dr
D
E
F
f
G
H, H
I
i, i, i
J
J1
KB
kCu
kCu,s

area
magnetic ﬂux density, vector
remanence ﬂux density, vector
Esson’s utilization factor or capacitance
Steinmetz coeﬃcient
friction coeﬃcient
bearing stiﬀness matrix
bearing stiﬀness
rotor diameter
diameter
Young’s modulus
copper loss coeﬃcient
frequency
copper loss coeﬃcient or gyroscopic matix
magnetic ﬁeld strength, vector
area moment of inertia
current, space vector, ﬁxed to rotor axis
current density or inertia
spatial fundamental wave of current density
ﬂux density coeﬃcient
winding ﬁll factor
strand packing factor

kCu,t
kw
L
M
Mp , M p
m
n
P
Pd
q
R
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
Re
S
s
T
Te
Tb
Tm
Ta
t
u
u, u, u
ur
uθ
V
α
αth
β
γ

turn ﬁll factor
fundamental wave winding factor
active length or inductance
mass matrix
permanent magnetization, vector
mass
rotational speed
active power or power losses
total power losses
distrubuted load
resistance
radius of the permanent magnet
outer radius of the rotor sleeve
inner radius of the stator winding
inner radius of the stator core
outer radius of the stator core
Reynolds number
apparent power or stiﬀness matrix
zero crossing signals
transistor switching signals or temperature
electromagnetic torque
breaking torque
mechanical torque
Taylor number
time
displacement
voltage, space vector, ﬁxed to rotor axis
radial unit vector
azimuthal unit vector
Voltage or Volume
Steinmetz coeﬃcient
coeﬃcient of thermal expansion
Steinmetz coeﬃcient
machine scaling factor

ΔT
Δu
Δu0
δ

λ
μ0
μr
ν
ρ
σ
σv
σU T S
φ
ψ, ψ
ω

temperature diﬀerence
diﬀerence in displacement
interference ﬁt
air-gap or current displacement angle
rotor magnet angle
length to diameter ratio
magnetic constant
relative recoil permeability
Poisson’s ratio or kinematic viscosity
density
stress or conductivity
von Mises stress
tensile strength
magnetic scalar potential
ﬂux linkage or deﬂection, space vector
angular frequency

Subscripts
1
2
3
a, b, c
Cu
d
Fe
f
p
ph
pm
q
r
res
s

magnetic region 1 (permanent magnet)
magnetic region 2 (air)
magnetic region 3 (stator core)
phase a, b, c component
copper
direct-axis component
iron
friction
proximity eﬀect component
phase component
permanent-magnet
quadrature-axis component
radial component
resonance
skin eﬀect component or stator component

sl
t
θ

rotor sleeve
terminal
tangential/azimuthal component

Abbreviations
BLDC
CSI
CTE
DSP
EMF
FE
HVAC
IM
MEMS
MOSFET
Ni-Fe
PAM
PCB
PMSM
PWM
Si-Fe
SMC
SRM
VSI

brushless dc machine
current source inverter
coeﬃcient of thermal Expansion
digital signal processor
electromotive force
ﬁnite element
heating ventilation and air conditioning
induction machine
micro-electrical-mechanical systems
metal-oxide-semiconductor ﬁeld-eﬀect transistor
nickel-iron
pulse amplitude modulation
printed circuit board
permanent-magnet synchronous machine
pulse width modulation
silicon-iron
soft magnetic composite
switched reluctance machine
voltage source inverter
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Motivation

The Solar Impulse project aims to build an airplane which takes oﬀ and
ﬂies autonomously, day and night, propelled uniquely by solar energy,
right round the world without fuel or pollution. During the day, it stores
energy not only in batteries but also in altitude and climbs up to 12000 m,
where the pilot is in need for a cabin air pressurization system. Using
standard compressors would penalize the airplane with an approximately
additional weight of 20 kg. Using an ultra-high-speed, 500 000 revolutions
per minute (rpm) turbocompressor directly driven by an electrical motor,
the weight of the cabin pressurization system can be reduced to 0.2 kg.
Conventional high-speed dental handpieces are driven by air turbines
or low speed electrical motors with gearboxes. Replacing this technology
with a high-speed, direct electrical drive leads to a reduction of diﬀerent
handpieces, lower cost due to a simpler system without gearboxes and a
better controllability.
Emerging mobile and remote systems, e.g. portable electronic devices,
spacecrafts and satellites, or unmanned robots and airplanes, need more
and more electrical power. For the power supply, the commonly used battery has the drawbacks of a limited energy density and a long recharging
time. Compared to batteries, fuels oﬀer a much higher energy density,
and with an ultra-high-speed miniature gas turbine generator this chem1
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ical energy can be converted to electrical energy in a small, lightweight,
mesoscale system.
These are only three examples of what is possible with an ultrahigh-speed electrical drive system. In the following, further applications
with present and future speed requirements and output power ranges are
indicated (section 1.2), an overview on existing research and development
is given (section 1.3) and the challenges of designing an ultra-high-speed
electrical drive system are outlined (section 1.4).

1.2

Applications

All the described applications have the common future requirements for
higher rotational speeds and/or increased compactness (which again is
a result of higher rotational speed). However, not only high rotational
speeds, but the combination of high rotational speeds and high power is
the main challenge in both applications and electrical machines. Therefore, some applications and their trends, existing systems, and the research focus of this Thesis in the area of emerging applications can be
depicted in the power-speed plane as shown in Figure 1.1.

1.2.1

Machining Spindles

The recent trend in mechanical systems has been towards smaller sizes,
which in turns requires high precision manufacturing. To accomplish this
high precision requires the use of smaller and higher speed drilling, milling
and grinding tools [3]. For example, notch grinding of silicon wafers requires motor speeds of up to 150 000 rpm [4].
In the electronics industry, the trend has been for reduced sized electronic packages with an ever increasing pin count. For example, there
are now ﬁne-pitch ball grid arrays that have over 1700 pins. The PCB
has to connect all these pins to the rest of the electrical circuit and
this is achieved by using multiple layers (up to 12 layers). The interconnections between the layers is provided by through-hole vias or more
recently microvias. Reducing the diameter of the vias allows for more interconnections and facilitates the high pin count components. Presently,
both through- and microvias with diameters of 75 μm can be produced
economically with mechanical PCB drilling spindles that operate with
2
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[1]
[2]

Rotational speed n (1000 rpm)

1000

Emerging
applications

Micro turbines and
compressors

100
PCB drilling
spindles

Medical
drills

Industrial gas
turbines

Realized drives
Drives in literature
Application trends

10

-2

10

0

10

2
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10
Power (W)

6

10

8
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Figure 1.1: Emerging application areas, trends and existing electrical drive
systems. Two scaling laws (see section 2.2) for electrical machines are plotted
( [1] and [2]), and the two hardware demonstrator systems realized and analyzed
in this Thesis are shown (see section 5.1).

speeds of up to 250 000 rpm and with a motor power of 200 W [5]. To
provide interconnections for larger pin count components requires the use
of smaller diameter microvias. Presently, the smallest microvias have hole
diameters of 25 μm, although 10 μm hole sizes are being investigated.
For these hole diameters currently only laser drilling is possible, however
the main disadvantage with laser drilling is the capital cost. Therefore,
it is desirable to use cheaper mechanical drilling, but in order to maintain the same cutting speeds and productivity the rotational drill speed
must be increased. For 10 μm hole diameters the drilling speed must be
increased to over 1 million rpm [6].
3
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1.2.2

Medical Spindles

The majority of today’s dental drill handpieces are powered by an air
turbine from a compressed air supply. Therefore, each hand piece is designed to operate at a single speed and accurate speed control is not
possible. A typical dentist would require up to ﬁve diﬀerent handpieces
to cover the various tool speed ranges. By replacing the air spindle with
an adjustable speed electrical drive can reduce the number of handpieces,
with the added beneﬁt of accurate speed and torque control. The major challenge is to reduce the size of the electrical machine to ﬁt into a
normal sized handpiece and still guarantee high toque for the low speed
treatments.
In the high-speed range, air turbine handpieces with power levels
between 10 W and 20 W operate up to 400 000 rpm. The currently
available electrical powered hand pieces operate their electric motors up
to a maximum of 40 000 rpm, and then a triple-gear system steps the
speed up to a maximum of 200 000 rpm. In order to simplify these electric
handpieces, the gearbox can be avoided with a direct drive. However, this
requires a speed increase of a factor of 5 to 10 compared to todays electric
motors. The increased speed would also allow a smaller machine design,
and therefore providing greater ﬂexibility in the design of an ergonomic
handpiece.

1.2.3

Turbocompressors

Recent environmental concerns have resulted in increased research activity into the improvement of automotive fuel eﬃciency. A major thrust
has been in the development of hydrogen based fuel cells for propulsion
systems. These fuel cells require a constant supply of pressurized air that
is provided by an air compressor system, which consumes around 5-10%
of the fuel cell output power. To achieve a compact size, it has been reported that the compressor speed is increased to 120 000 rpm at a power
level of up to 12 kW [7]. Future fuel cells with lower power ratings, and
therefore lower compressors power ratings, will employ even higher-speed
air compressors.
In a conventional automotive heating, ventilation and air conditioning
(HVAC) system the compressor, which is the heart of an HVAC system, is
directly connected to the combustion engine. This results in an increasing
4
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load on the engine while decreasing the fuel eﬃciency of the vehicle. In
the future, electrical compressors will be preferred over traditional compressors due to improved fuel eﬃciency. With turbocompressors instead
of scroll compressors and an increase in speed these systems can be built
much smaller and lighter. Furthermore, ﬂexible packaging of the system
is possible as the compressor works independently of the engine. This is
a requirement for hybrid and all-electrical cars.
To increase the fuel economy and reduce the CO2 production of the
average car, there has been the trend of developing smaller capacity internal combustion engines, both of the gasoline and diesel types. In order
to provide a higher performance and improved eﬃciency a turbocharger
is employed. Turbochargers do not perform well at low engine speeds
and a turbo lag or a delay in the air boost exists. Electrically assisted
turbochargers are under investigation, which provide the pressure boost
at low speeds [8]. An electrical machine is mounted on the same shaft between the turbine and the compressor. The electrical machine has to operate at the same rotational speeds of the turbocharger up to 200 000 rpm.
The major drawback of the electrically assisted turbocharger is that the
electrical machine must operate at extremely high temperatures since
there is a direct connection to the exhaust gas turbine. Therefore, there
have been developments of a separate air compressor that operates together with the turbocharger to provide additional boost at low engine
speeds [9]. Increasing the compressor to higher speeds would result in
a reduced volume and weight, which is especially important in smaller
engine compartments.

1.2.4

Gas Turbine Generators

Gas turbine power generation is commonly used in large scale power generation systems up to 100’s of MW, where the rotational speed is in the
order of 10 000 rpm (Figure 1.1). There are emerging applications for
portable, low power, gas turbine based power generation systems. One
particular application is for the modern soldier, who now carries electrical equipment with a power consumption of up to 100 W. The existing
heavy battery energy storage system, which also needs recharging, could
therefore be replaced with a fuel based gas turbine system. At these
power levels the gas turbine system occupies a very small volume if the
rotational speeds are increased to over 500 000 rpm [10]. Signiﬁcant chal5
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lenges exist in manufacturing the gas turbine and the electrical machine.
For power levels of less than 10 W the trend is for speeds to over 1 million rpm where the construction uses micro-electrical-mechanical system
(MEMS) techniques [11], [12]. Additional applications for small portable
power supplies are in unmanned surveillance vehicles, autonomous robots
and medical applications. Stanford University, in cooperation with MDOT, has been developing a gas turbine with a predicted output power
of 200 W and a rotational speed of up to 800 000 rpm [13]. The main
application is for powering micro air vehicles.

1.2.5

Flywheels

Flywheels have long been used to store energy. In order to store and
extract electrical energy a motor/generator is attached to the ﬂywheel.
The modern ﬂywheel systems tend to operate in a vacuum and use magnetic bearings to reduce frictional losses. Two types of ﬂywheel energy
storage system exist, those with a large mass and low rotational speeds
(<10 000 rpm) and those with low mass and high rotational speeds
(>10 000 rpm) [14]. Special applications exist in the aerospace industry for low mass, high speed ﬂywheel systems. In particular, NASA is
investigating their use for both attitude control and energy storage in
satellites and the international space station. As part of a research project
a 3 kW, 40 000 rpm ﬂywheel energy storage system has been tested that
also provides attitude control. For the next generation of small, near
earth orbit satellites the power requirements are reduced as well as the
maximum weight. Research into a 100 W, up to 300 000 rpm ﬂywheel
motor/generator has been undertaken [15].

1.2.6

Optical Systems

In several optical systems, mirrors have to be rotated with very high
speed in order divert a light source such as a laser beam or a full picture.
Applications are scanners, high-speed cameras, and laser systems. Usually, these mirrors are driven by air or helium turbines, however, due to
the same reasons as for medical drills, there are advantages in replacing
them with electric drive systems. In [16], in order to facilitate the depth
scanning of human retinas through reﬂectometry measurements from coherent light sources, a transparent cube needs to be rotated at very high
6
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speeds. Rotating mirror cameras use mirrors with speeds of up to 1.2
million rpm in order to generate up to 25 Million frames per second [17].

1.2.7

Other Applications

A number of other applications for ultra-high-speed electrical drives exist
including those in the ﬁeld of mega-gravity science. This is the study of
solids and liquids under high acceleration (and temperatures). An ultracentrifuge has been reported that produces an acceleration of 1 million
times gravity through the use of a 220 000 rpm air turbine [18]. It describes that electrical drive centrifuges exist with maximum speeds up to
120 000 rpm, although there is no reason why this can not be increased
with the correct design.

1.3

State of the Art

A number of research groups are investigating the diﬀerent application
areas for high speed electrical machines and drive systems. The most
challenging aspects for the research occur when the operating speed is
above 100 000 rpm.
In [19], various gas turbine and compressors systems are reported. The
design target is for 240 000 rpm at a power level of 5 kW. Currently, the
system is operating at 180 000 rpm at no load. A fuel cell air compressor
operating at 120 000 rpm and 12 kW has been reported [7]. In [20], a 1
kW generator operating at 452 000 rpm has been reported as the world’s
fastest PM brushless dc motor/generator in production. At the lower
power level, MIT has had research eﬀorts in developing portable power
gas turbines on a micro scale [11]. The target speed for their electric
generator speed is 1.2 million rpm, while they have presently achieved
15 000 rpm. A micro fabricated axial-ﬂux permanent magnetic generator
has been reported in [21] and [22]. The generator has been fabricated
using a combination of micro fabrication and precision machining. At
a rotational speed of 120 000 rpm, the generator produced 2.5 W of
electrical power.
For dental hand pieces, [23] reported on a design target of 150 000 rpm
at a power level of 10 W. This was constructed and the target achieved.
In the application area of machining tools, a design target of 150 000 rpm,
7
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5 kW is reported [3]. The achieved speed is 100 000 rpm at no load and
60 000 rpm under load. Commercially available products, i.e. from [5]
or [24], obtain speeds of around 200 000 rpm at power levels between
200 W and 900 W. Application areas for these machines include grinding
and PCB drilling. For the electrically assisted turbocharger reported in
[8], the target speed for the electric drive is 120 000 rpm at a power
level of 7.5 kW. However, no experimental results have been reported. In
the area of energy storage and attitude control ﬂywheels for aerospace
applications, the only reported system above 100 000 rpm is that in [15].
The design target is 300 000 rpm at a power level of 100 W, however
only 32 000 rpm in a test run have been currently achieved.
Rotating machinery without electrical drive system is out of the scope
of this Thesis. However, there are a few interesting research projects and
industrial applications on air or gas turbine driven shafts with speeds
above 500 000 rpm. In the MIT project mentioned earlier, a speed of
1.4 million rpm has been achieved with a compressed air driven wafer
turbine [25]. In a similar project, but with conventional manufacturing,
a dummy gas turbine rotor on hydroinertia gas bearings has been tested
up to 770 000 rpm [26]. In order to prove the feasibility of their compliant
surface foil bearings, MiTi has spun a rotor up to 700 000 rpm with an
air turbine [27]. Beside these three test bench setups, there is also an
industrial application running on very high speed. The highest speed
mirror in a Cordin high-speed camera rotates with up to 1.2 million rpm
driven by a helium turbine [17].
In 1946, Beams presented an experiment in which he spun steel balls
up to 23 million rpm in order to test the material properties under a
high centrifugal ﬁeld [28]. To the authors knowledge, this is the highest
rotational speed achieved with any kind of rotating setup, although it is
not entirely clear from literature if the highest speed achieved was lower
or even higher than the mentioned 386 kHz. Recently, in [29] the experiment has been revived, and a rotational speed of 2 880 000 rpm has been
achieved. In both experimental setups, the balls were supported magnetically in vacuum and spun with a rotating magnetic ﬁeld. Although the
balls were spun similar to an induction drive with magnetic ﬁelds excited
by an electrical circuit, this physical experiment is not considered an
electrical drive system as it has no possibility of driving an application.
In summary, commercial electrical drive systems are readily available at speeds below 100 000 rpm. Above 100 000 rpm and less than
8
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250 000 rpm special industrial drives are available. The highest reported
speed is 452 000 rpm at 1 kW [20] although very little information is
available on its application. Above 500 000 rpm there are only a handful
of pure research projects being undertaken, although there have not been
conclusive results.

1.4

Challenges

The design, construction and testing of ultra-high-speed electrical drive
systems is not trivial. The main challenges are
• The reduction of the high-frequency losses in the machine design,
mainly the eddy current losses in copper and iron, and the air
friction losses.
• The selection and design of a high-speed rotor construction that
withstands the mechanical stresses.
• The selection of a suitable power electronics topology for driving
ultra-high-speed machines is needed. Depending on the application
the power electronics have to be compact.
• A sensorless rotor position detection method that can operate at
speeds beyond 1 million rpm
• An application dependent system integration that includes the selection of the correct bearing technology, a sophisticated thermal
design and the analysis of rotor dynamics.

1.5

Outline of the Thesis

The goal of this Thesis is the evaluation, design and experimental testing
of an ultra-high-speed electrical drive system. The focus is on the evaluation and new concepts of machine types, inverter topologies and control
methods. The ﬁnal result is the best combination of the parts in order to
realize an ultra-high-speed electrical drive system with highest eﬃciency
and power density.
9
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After this introduction (chapter 1), chapter 2 presents the machine
selection, scaling laws, the mechanical and the electromagnetic modeling
and design, and ﬁnally - integrating all these models - the optimization
for lowest losses.
In chapter 3 diﬀerent power electronics topologies are compared and
a suitable topology is selected. Furthermore, a sensorless rotor position
detection for highest speeds is presented.
Chapter 4 compiles the information on bearing technologies suitable
for high-speed rotors. The thermal design and the rotor dynamic analysis
are shown based on an application example.
In chapter 5 two hardware prototypes, a 1 million rpm drive system
demonstrator and a 500 000 rpm turbocompressor drive system, are analyzed experimentally. It is shown that applications (in this case a turbocompressor system) with 500 000 rpm are feasible and rotational speeds
beyond 1 million rpm can be achieved with electrical drive systems.
Finally, in chapter 6 the results of this Thesis are concluded and an
outlook is given.

1.6

Scientiﬁc Contributions

The following list summarizes the main contributions presented in this
Thesis.
• Scaling laws for machines, an overview of international ultra-highspeed electrical drive system research, and future emerging applications are compiled in [I].
• Evaluation, comparison and selection methods for electrical drive
systems for ultra-high speed operation are proposed. The methods
not only consider the individual parts, machine or power electronics, but the entire drive system. The machine selection method is
presented in [II] and [III], the power electronics topology selection
is presented in [IV] and the chosen drive system is presented in [V].
• In traditional machine design methods, only dc copper and iron
losses are considered. However, for ultra-high-speed machines additional high-frequency losses become dominant. Therefore, in [VI],
10
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analytical loss models for skin and proximity eﬀect copper losses
and air friction losses are compiled. Furthermore, a novel, analytical
optimization method for the selected machine has been developed.
Furthermore, the loss models have been experimentally validated
in [VII].
• A sensorless control method for highest speeds, partly presented in
earlier literature, was developed and is presented in [VIII].
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A selection of publications originating from this Ph.D. project are:
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Society Annual Meeting (IAS ’05), vol. 1, 2005, pp. 253–260.
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pp. 297–302.
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Chapter 2

Machine Selection and
Design
2.1
2.1.1

Selection
Machine Topology

There are two basic concepts of electromechanical energy conversions,
machines based either on electric or magnetic ﬁelds. At the required
power level and for the expected machine dimensions in the millimeter
range, a magnetic machine is the better choice [30]. The rated current of a
magnetic machine scales proportional with the machine dimensions [31].
Therefore, the ﬂux density in an electrically excited motor, e.g. induction
machines (IM) or switched reluctance machines (SRM), decreases with
decreasing size. In contrary, permanent magnet ﬂux density remains constant for decreasing machine volume. Therefore, only permanent magnet
machines are considered with the aim for a low system volume. Highspeed operation requires a simple and robust rotor geometry and construction. A commutation system employed for the current commutation in dc machines produces additional friction and limits the speed
(to typically 35 000 rpm). Therefore, the only machine types left that
meet both small size and high-speed requirements are the brushless dc
(BLDC) machine, fed by square-wave currents, and the identically con13
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structed permanent-magnet synchronous machine (PMSM), fed by sinusoidal currents. The lowest possible fundamental electrical frequency is
the mechanical frequency. Therefore, a two pole rotor is chosen.

2.1.2

Winding

For these permanent-magnet machines both slotless and slotted stators
could be employed. In [32] the slotless conﬁguration is found to be the
better choice for high-speed operation because of the simpler manufacturing of the stator core and the reduction of eddy current losses in the
rotor (no slotting harmonics and lower armature current reaction).
There are several possibilities for an air-gap winding in a slotless
conﬁguration:
• Trapezoidal, cup-shaped, self-supporting, surface winding, presented
for example in [33]. This winding has the advantage of very small
or no end windings, the disadvantage is a winding factor of approximately 0.5, and a manufacturing that needs special equipment.
• Skewed, cup-shaped, self-supporting winding, as for example presented in [34]. Theses winings are based on the expired Faulhaber
patent, and has the same advantages and disadvantages as the ﬁrst
winding conﬁguration.
• Straight winding, usually on a winding carrier, presented for example in [32]. This conﬁguration has the advantage of an easy manufacturing and a winding factor close to 1, but the disadvantage of
usually big end windings which need an axial and radial extension
of the machine.
• Toroidal, ring-wound conﬁguration, as presented in [35] and [36].
This winding type has the same advantage of the straight winding,
with smaller end windings in axial direction, but end windings on
the outer side of the stator core that extend the machine in radial
direction.
For ultra-high-speed machinery, the geometrical constraints of the
electrical machine are usually given by the application speciﬁcations, system integration aspects such as rotordynamics and thermal analysis, and
14
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Density

Si-Fe
Amorphous
Nanocristalline
Ferrite
Ni-Fe
SMC

( g/cm3 )
7.6
7.29
7.3
4.85
8.2
3.18

Curie
temp.
( ◦ C)
740
358
570
120
310
450

Rel.
perm.
(μr )
2000
20000
70000
15000
80000
500

Sat.

Losses

( T)
1.7
1.41
1.3
0.5
1.48
2

( W/cm3 )
3.5
0.15
0.03
0.18
0.75
2.8

Table 2.1: Core material properties. The losses are calculated for a ﬂux density
of 0.5 T and a frequency of 10 kHz.

mechanical stress limitation. An important constraint is the usually limited axial length of the machine to avoid low critical speeds of the entire
rotor conﬁguration. Therefore, a winding type with short end windings is
important and the skewed, cup-shaped, self supporting winding is chosen.

2.1.3

Stator Core Material

In high-speed electrical machines the iron losses usually outweigh the
copper losses, therefore the choice of a stator core material with low
high-frequency losses is essential. Due to the large magnetic air gap in
slotless machines, the ﬂux density in the stator core is usually low, therefore a lower saturation ﬂux density than in standard machines is acceptable. The state-of-the-art materials used in high-speed machines today
are thin silicon-iron (Si-Fe) laminations, nickel-iron (Ni-Fe) laminations,
or also Soft Magnetic Composites (SMC) have been reported. However,
there also exist magnetic materials used in high-frequency inductors and
transformers, such as high-ﬂux ferrites, and amorphous and nanocrystalline iron-based ribbons. For a ﬁrst comparison, all materials are listed
in Table 2.1 for an operating point of a peak ﬂux density of 0.5 T and a
frequency of 10 kHz.
It can be seen that the standard silicon-iron laminations have the
highest losses. However, SMC has almost no advantage concerning losses
and a big disadvantage due to the low relative permeability. Its use is
especially in machines with a 3D ﬂux path, where laminations cannot
15
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be used. The saturation ﬂux density of even high-ﬂux ferrites is too
low for building compact machines. The nickel-iron laminations are better for high-frequency than the standard silicon-iron. However, for almost the same saturation ﬂux density, the amorphous and especially the
nanocrystalline iron-based alloy oﬀers much lower losses. Both reduce the
iron losses compared to the silicon-iron losses by a factor of more than
20. Amorphous iron based alloys are cheaper and more easily available
(e.g. as Metglas from Hitachi or Vitrovac from Vacuumschmelze) than
nanocrystalline materials, therefore it is the preferred material.

2.1.4

Rotor Construction

In high-speed permanent-magnet machine rotors the magnets are usually
retained by a carbon ﬁber or metal sleeve, in order to reduce the stresses
on the brittle permanent magnet. For this two-pole rotor, a single permanent magnet can be used, which simpliﬁes the rotor construction.
Instead of the usual shaft in the center of the rotor, a cylindrical permanent magnet without hole is chosen. The retaining sleeve therefore has
two functions: The torque transfer (as the usual shaft) and the stress
limitation for the permanent magnet.

2.1.5

Cross Section

In Figure 2.1 a cross section view of the chosen machine is shown. The
rotor consists of a one-piece permanent magnet that is diametrically magnetized. The stresses on this brittle magnet is limited by a retaining titanium sleeve that also acts as torque-transferring shaft. The slotless stator
consist of a three-phase winding placed in the air-gap, and a cylindrical
stator core.

2.2

Scaling

The power S available from an electrical machine can be written as
S = CDr2 Ln
16
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SCALING

Winding

Air gap
Sleeve
Permanent
magnet

Stator core

r

R1

θ

R2

R3
R4

R5
Figure 2.1: Machine cross-section and symbol deﬁnitions: diametrically magnetized cylindrical permanent magnet rotor inside a slotless stator.

where Dr is the rotor diameter, L the active length and n the rotational speed (in Hz or rpm, depending on the deﬁnition of C). Esson’s
utilization factor C is dependent on the machine type, and other various
variables such as the cooling system and size of the machine [1], [31]. Using given data for small permanent-magnet machines, e.g. given in [31],
and the relationship in (2.1), the active volume of the machine can be
estimated for a given power and speed. For constant power, the volume
of a machine decreases with increasing speed, which leads to very small
machines for ultra-high speeds, see section 2.4.3.
Furthermore, for a given speed, the diameter of a rotor is limited by
the rotor geometry, and the strength and densities of the rotor materials.
For a solid disk the maximal diameter is


1 σU T S
8σU T S
2
∝
(2.2)
Dmax =
ω (ν + 3)ρ
n
ρ
where σU T S is the tensile strength and ρ the density of the material. With
a maximal length to diameter ratio λmax (Lmax = λmax Dmax ) and (2.1)
17
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this leads to a relationship of speed and maximal available power of
P ∝C

1
.
n2

(2.3)

For smaller machines the utilization factor C is smaller due to higher
tolerances and limits in manufacturing. Furthermore, for higher speeds
eddy-current losses in copper an iron as well as friction losses in air and
bearing increase, which has to be compensated for with a lower ﬂux
densities and lower currents. This leads to a lower utilization factor with
increasing speed, i.e.
1
(2.4)
C ∝ γ.
n
Diﬀerent values for γ have been identiﬁed, leading to diﬀerent scaling
factors, for example in [1] (P ∝ 1/n3.6 ) and [2] (P ∝ 1/n3.3 ). The lines
are shown in Figure 1.1. Therefore, the term ultra-high-speed not only
implies high-speed operation, but a combination of speed and power.
Both an electrical machine running at 10 000 rpm at a power level of
10 MW and a machine running at 1 000 000 rpm with a power level of
100 W can be deﬁned as ultra-high-speed machines. According to (2.2)
another way of deﬁning ultra-high-speed operation is according to the
surface speed ωDmax /2, which is limited by the material properties and
the rotor geometry.
Scaling a machine with a constant power rating and eﬃciency, and
therefore constant losses, to higher speeds leads to increased losses per
surface area, since the size of the machine decreases. This leads to lower
utilization factors C and the need for more sophisticated thermal designs
for ultra-high-speed machines.
As an example, the machine volume for a permanent-magnet machine with a rated speed of 500 000 rpm and a rated power of 100 W can
be estimated with utilization factors determined by investigating existing small permanent-magnet motors in [31]. There, a torque-per-volume
constant of C = 0.0006 Nm/cm3 is identiﬁed. It is found that the friction
(mechanical friction and magnetic stator core losses) is approximately
5% of the generated torque, although there is a wide variation for the
analyzed motors. With a friction of 10% of the produced torque, the
machine volume V is estimated to
18
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V = 1.1

2.3
2.3.1

100 W
1
60
= 3.5 cm3
2π 500 000 rpm C

(2.5)

Modeling and Design
Mechanical Rotor Design

Requirements
The rotor construction shown in Figure 2.1 has to be designed such that
the following speciﬁcations are fulﬁlled in the entire operation speed area:
• The torque transfer and low eccentricity are guaranteed by allowing no lift-oﬀ of the sleeve. Thus the radial stress at the interface
between the permanent magnet and the sleeve has to be negative
(which equals pressure), which is most critical at the maximum
speed.
• The tensile stresses in the entire permanent magnet have a safety
margin of 30% to the tensile strength of Sm2 Co17 (120 MPa). The
most critical stress occurs at the maximum speed in the centre of
the magnet.
• The von Mises stresses in the entire sleeve have a safety margin
of 50% to the tensile strength of titanium (900 MPa). The most
critical stress occurs at the maximum speed on the inner side of
the sleeve.
• The sleeve has a minimum thickness (0.25 mm) for manufacturability reasons.
The stresses of the rotor construction with the permanent-magnet
shrink-ﬁtted into a titanium sleeve can be described with a two-dimensional
mechanical model, either solved with an analytical approach or ﬁniteelement (FE) simulations.
19
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Analytical Stress Model
According to [37] the general equations for displacement u, radial stress
σr and tangential stress σθ in a rotating disk are
1
u=
E



1 1 − ν2 2 3
ρω r
(1 − ν)C0 r − (1 + ν)C1 −
r
8

(2.6)

1
3+ν 2 2
ρω r
−
2
r
8

(2.7)

1
1 + 3ν 2 2
ρω r
−
r2
8

(2.8)

σr = C0 + C1
σθ = C0 − C1



The constants C0 and C1 are determined from the boundary conditions. For a a rotor construction with a cylindrical magnet encased in
a retaining sleeve there is two sets of (2.6)-(2.8), one for the permanent
magnet (upm , σr,pm , σθ,pm ) and one for the sleeve (usl , σr,sl , σθ,sl ). The
radial stress at the interference r = R1 must be the same for both permanent magnet and sleeve, the radial stress on the periphery r = R2
is zero, the displacement in the center too and the diﬀerence of the displacement of sleeve and permanent magnet at the interference equals the
interference ﬁt Δu0 . This leads to the boundary conditions
σr,pm = σr,sl

σr,sl



= 0 

usl − upm

upm



= 0 






(2.9)
r=R1

(2.10)
r=R2



= Δu0 

(2.11)
r=R1

⇒ C1,pm = 0

(2.12)

r=0

These ten equations can be solved for the ten variables (upm , σr,pm ,
σθ,pm , usl , σr,sl , σθ,sl , Csl , Cpm , C1,pm , C1,sl ). For ductile materials usually the von Mises yield criterion is used to estimate the yield criteria,
which states that the von Mises stress σv has to be smaller than the ten20
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ω

σθ
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σr

σθ
σv
0
R1

R2

Figure 2.2: Stresses distribution for a cylindrical magnet encased in a sleeve
under rotation.

sile strength of the material. In the case of planar stresses the von Mises
stress can be calculated with

σv = σr2 + σθ2 − σr σθ

(2.13)

For brittle materials (such as the permanent magnet) the von Mises
yield criterion or the maximum principal stress theory, which states that
the largest principal stress has to be smaller than the tensile strength, is
used. The typical stress distribution for a cylindrical magnet encased in
a sleeve is shown in Figure 2.2.
Shrink Fit
For the shrink ﬁt of a sleeve onto the magnet, usually the sleeve is heated
up and the magnet is cooled. The thermal expansion can be calculated
with
Δu = αth R1 ΔT
21
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Young’s modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Density

E
ν
ρ

Permanent magnet
104 GPa
0.28
8.3 g/cm3

Titanium sleeve
114 GPa
0.35
4.43 g/cm3

Table 2.2: Mechanical data of the rotor.

Both titanium and Samarium-Cobalt have a coeﬃcient of thermal
expansion (CTE) αth of around 10 μmm−1 K−1 . The magnet can be
cooled to almost -200 ◦ C with liquid nitrogen and the maximal allowable
titanium temperature of 600 ◦ C a length diﬀerence of 8 μm per mm
radius can be achieved. For example for a permanent-magnet radius R1 =
2.5 mm a maximal radial interference Δu0 = 20 μm can be achieved.
Results
The results of the mechanical rotor design are presented for the 500 krpm
machine (see section 5.1.2) which has a rotor with a permanent-magnet
radius R1 of 2.5 mm and a rotor radius R2 of 3 mm. The radial interference of magnet and sleeve is Δu0 = 7.5 μm. The rotor is part of a
machine with a rated speed of 500 000 rpm and a rated power of 100 W.
The mechanical data for both rotor magnet and sleeve are given in Table 2.2.
Figure 2.3 shows the radial displacement and the stress distribution at
standstill and the rated rotational speed of 500 000 rpm. In the displacement curves it can be seen that the rotor radius is enlarged due to the
shrink ﬁt by slightly more than 6 μm and is further increases by about
0.6 μm due to the stresses at rated speed. At standstill, the magnet is
compressed by about 0.7 μm, whereas at rated speed it is almost back
to its original state with zero displacement over the entire radius and
only the sleeve is displaced. From the stress distribution it can be seen
that at standstill in the magnet radial and tangential stress are equal
and constant over the entire radius. In the sleeve there is compressive
stress in radial direction and tensile stress in tangential direction. The
tangential stress increases to 325 N/mm2 , which, with a low radial stress
of -40 N/mm2 , leads to a von Mises stress of 347 N/mm2 , which is well
below the tensile strength of titanium. The radial stress at the interfer22
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Figure 2.3: Radial displacement and stress distribution at standstill and a
rotational speed of 500 000 rpm in a rotor with a magnet radius R1 = 2.5 mm,
a rotor radius R2 = 3 mm and a radial interference ﬁt Δu0 = 7.5 μm.

ence of permanent magnet and titanium sleeve is negative also at rated
speed, which means compression, and this leads to torque transfer and
a stable rotor construction. The maximal tensile stress in the permanent
magnet is very low with 19 N/mm2 . The higher compressive stress of
-50 N/mm2 is no problem for the magnet.
The comparison with FE simulations show a good agreement. In Figure 2.4 the von Mises stresses are shown for a quarter of the described
rotor. The maximal von Mises stresses on the inner side of the sleeve are
330 N/mm2 for standstill and 350 N/mm2 for rated speed. The stresses
in the magnet are suﬃciently low.
If the permanent-magnet radius is a free parameters - i.e. if it is
determined by an outside design routine, e.g. by the optimization routine
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350
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0 N/mm2

Figure 2.4: Von Mises stresses determined with FE simulations in a quarter
of a rotor with a magnet radius R1 = 2.5 mm, a rotor radius R2 = 3 mm and
a radial interference ﬁt Δu0 = 7.5 μm.

presented in section 2.4 - the sleeve thickness R2 −R1 and the interference
ﬁt Δu0 can be calculated using the mechanical model and considering the
requirements. The results are shown in Figure 2.5 for a rotor with a rated
speed of 500 000 rpm. The stresses in the magnet are minimized. For small
rotor radii, the sleeve thickness is at the minimum value deﬁned by the
manufacturability; the shrink ﬁt ensures that the sleeve does not lift oﬀ,
i.e. keeps the radial pressure at the interface negative. At 3 mm magnet
radius, the stress in the magnet reaches its limit, and the interference ﬁt
has to be enforced to guarantee the safety margin to the tensile strength
of Sm2 Co17 . At 3.3 mm, the stress in the titanium sleeve reaches its
limit, and the sleeve thickness has to be increased in order to guarantee
the safety margin to the tensile strength of titanium.
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Figure 2.5: Results of mechanical analysis as function of rotor radius at
500 000 rpm. The ﬁrst subﬁgure shows the sleeve thickness R2 −R1 , the second
subﬁgure shows the shrink ﬁt Δu0 , and the third subﬁgure shows the radial
stress in the center of the permanent magnet (solid), the radial stress at the
interface r = R1 (dashed) and the tangential stress in the sleeve at r = R1
(dash-dotted). The stress limits in the magnet and sleeve are 70% of σU T S,pm
(84 N/mm2 ), and 50% of σU T S,pm (450 N/mm2 ) respectively.
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2.3.2

Magnetic Field Model

A solution of the magnetic ﬁeld is needed for analyzing the operating
point, resistive losses, eddy current losses, and iron losses. Today, numerical analysis based on the FE method is the standard methodology
for such calculations. However, analytical models can give more insight
into the problem, they are in many cases computationally eﬃcient, and
result in smooth solutions, which is favorable in optimization. Analytical
solutions of the magnetic ﬁeld have been derived for permanent-magnet
machines with radially magnetized magnets in the rotor, e.g., [38], [39].
Solutions for machines with diametrically magnetized rotors have been
presented in [40], [41]. Usually, the permeability of the stator iron core has
been assumed inﬁnite when the magnetic ﬁeld of a permanent-magnet
machine is solved analytically, and the solution is restricted to the air
gap and the rotor. However, an analytical model of the magnetic ﬁeld in
the stator core can be used for the evaluation of the iron loss distribution [42]. In the following, a solution of the magnetic ﬁeld is derived for
the entire cross-section of the machine, including the cylindrical stator
core.
Problem Formulation
The cross section of the two-pole machine is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The
symbols for the radial dimensions are: radius of the permanent magnet
R1 ; outer radius of the rotor sleeve R2 ; inner radius of the stator winding
R3 ; and inner and outer radii of the stator core R4 and R5 , respectively.
The length of the stator core is denoted by L, and the air gap is δ =
R3 − R2 . A two-dimensional boundary value problem is formulated for
the magnetic ﬁeld, and the eﬀects of the third dimension are ignored.
The polar coordinate system ﬁxed to the rotor cross-section is illustrated
in Figure 2.1. The diametrically magnetized permanent magnet has a
uniformly distributed remanence ﬂux density B rem in the direction of
θ = 0. The magnetic ﬂux density is given by
B = μ0 M p + μr μ0 H

(2.15)

where M p is the permanent magnetization, H is the magnetic ﬁeld
strength, and μr is the relative recoil permeability. The problem region is divided into three subregions. In the permanent magnet region
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(0 ≤ r ≤ R1 ), M p = B rem /μ0 and μr = μr1 . The uniform permanent
magnetization is given by
M p = ur Mp cosθ − uθ Mp sinθ

(2.16)

where ur and uθ are the radial and azimuthal unit vectors, respectively. In the non-ferromagnetic region between the permanent magnet
and the stator core (R1 < r < R4 ), M p = 0 and μr = 1. In the stator
core (R4 < r < R5 ), M p = 0 and μr = μr5 .
The magnetic ﬁeld is modeled by means of the magnetic scalar potential φ deﬁned by H = −∇φ. Inserting this deﬁnition with (2.15) into
the governing equation ∇ · B = 0 yields the Laplace equation ∇2 φ = 0
for the scalar potential. It is to be noted that ∇ · M p = 0 for uniform
permanent magnetization. In the polar coordinate system, the partial
diﬀerential equation of the scalar potential is
1 ∂2φ
∂ 2 φ 1 ∂φ
+ 2 2 = 0.
+
∂r2
r ∂r
r ∂φ

(2.17)

In addition to the partial diﬀerential equation, interface and boundary conditions are needed. The continuity of the tangential component
of the magnetic ﬁeld strength requires that φ is continuous over the interfaces at R1 and R4 . The continuity of the normal component of the
magnetic ﬂux density requires that Mp cosφ − μr dφ/dr is continuous over
the interfaces at R1 and R4 . The normal component of the magnetic ﬂux
density vanishes at the outer boundary of the machine, which gives the
boundary condition −μr dφ/dr = 0 at R5 .
Magnetic Field Solution
Expressions for the magnetic ﬁeld are obtained in the whole machine by
solving the problem consisting of the partial diﬀerential equation (2.17)
and the interface and boundary conditions. The solution can be obtained
by separation of variables. In the permanent magnet (0 ≤ r ≤ R1 ), the
radial and azimuthal components of the magnetic ﬂux density are
Br = KB1 cosθ; Bθ = −KB1 sinθ
respectively, where the ﬂux density coeﬃcient is
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1+ 2 +
1− 2
R5
R4




1
R42
R12
1+ 2
1− 2
μr3
R5
R4

Brem
=
N

(2.19)

with the deﬁnition


 2
2
R4
R1
N = 1−
(μr1 + 1) − (μr1 − 1)
R5
R4
 2
 2
R1
R4
1
1+
(μr1 + 1) − (μr1 − 1)
.
+
μr5
R5
R4

(2.20)

In the non-ferromagnetic region (R1 < r < R4 ), the radial and azimuthal components of the magnetic ﬂux density are

Br = KB2 1 +

R4
r


Bθ = −KB2 1 −

2

R4
r

cosθ;
2
sinθ

(2.21)

respectively, where the ﬂux density coeﬃcient is

KB2

Brem
=
N



R4
1−
R5

2

1
−
1+
μr5



R4
R5

2



R1
R2

2
. (2.22)

In the stator core (R4 < r < R5 ), the components of the magnetic
ﬂux density are

Br = KB3 −1 +
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Bθ = −KB3 1 +

R5
r

2
sinθ

(2.23)

respectively, where the ﬂux density coeﬃcient is
KB3

2Brem
=
N



R1
R5

2
.

(2.24)

Evaluation
The analytical model (2.18)-(2.24) is based on solving only the magnetic
ﬁeld produced by the permanent magnet in a coordinate system ﬁxed to
the rotor. The magnetic ﬁeld contribution caused by the stator current
can be added to the model in a fashion similar to [43]. Furthermore, the
variation of this ﬁeld contribution induces eddy currents in the conducting rotor sleeve, which can also be included in the model [44], [45]. However, the magnetic ﬁeld of a permanent-magnet machine with an air-gap
winding is mainly produced by the permanent magnet, and the inﬂuence
of the stator winding is very small [36]. Hence the eﬃciency optimization can be carried out without modeling the magnetic ﬁeld contribution
caused by the stator current.
Figure 2.6 shows a comparison between the ﬂux densities obtained
using the analytical model (2.18)-(2.24) and a FE method, respectively.
The results agree well with each other. It is typical of ultra-high-speed
PM machines with a slotless design that the magnetic ﬂux density does
not reach values causing magnetic saturation in the iron core. If magnetic
saturation occurs, FE analysis can be used in the optimization.
Torque Calculation
The density of the azimuthal force component caused by the spatial fundamental wave J1 of the current density in the stator winding is J1 Br .
The electromagnetic torque is obtained as the integral

Te = L

π
−π



R4

R3
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r2 J1 Br drdθ.

(2.25)
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Figure 2.6: Comparison between analytical and FE solutions. Radial ﬂux
density components are plotted as solid lines, azimuthal components as dashed
lines. Brem = 1.1 T, μr1 = 1.05, μr5 = 1000, R5 = 8 mm, R4 = 5.6 mm, and
R1 = 1.68 mm.

The stator current component in the direction of the permanentmagnet ﬂux is controlled to zero. Using (2.21), the integration in (2.25)
results in
Te =

√

2πkw kCu JKB2 LR43



4 R3
1 R33
−
−
3 R4
3 R43


(2.26)

where kw is the fundamental-wave winding factor, kCu is the winding
ﬁll factor and J the rms current density in the conductors. The current density J can be solved from (2.26) if the electromagnetic torque is
known for an operating point. According to [33] the winding factor for
the distributed three-phase air-gap winding shown in Figure 2.1 is
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kw =

2.3.3

π
6
sin .
π
6

(2.27)

Loss Models

In designing an ultra-high-speed machine, it is important to optimize
the eﬃciency - i.e. minimize the losses. In traditional machine designs,
only resistive losses in the stator winding and iron losses in the stator
core [46] and, in addition, eddy current losses in the rotor [32] have been
considered. However, air friction losses are an important part of the total
losses in an ultra-high-speed machine [47]. Furthermore, in this machine
type with a slotless design of the stator, the air-gap ﬂux penetrates the
winding and causes considerable eddy-current losses. Therefore, these
losses should also be taken into account in the design procedure. In the
following, models for the loss components are presented.
Copper Losses
The frequency of the fundamental waveform of the stator current is high
(e.g. 8.3 kHz in the 500 000 rpm machine). Therefore, eddy currents
increase the copper losses of the stator winding. In addition to the stator
current, the air-gap ﬂux causes considerable eddy-current losses in the
winding due to the slotless design of the stator. In order to reduce the
losses, the winding is made of litz wire. The copper losses consist of
the current dependent resistive losses PCu,s in the stator winding, which
include the inﬂuence of the skin eﬀect, and of the proximity eﬀect losses
PCu,p , which are mainly due to the eddy currents induced by the magnetic
ﬁeld of the permanent magnet. The copper losses are
PCu = PCu,s + PCu,p

Ĥ 2
=I F +G
σCu
2

(2.28)

where I is the rms stator current, Ĥ is the peak magnetic ﬁeld
strength in the winding, and σCu is the conductivity of the conductors.
The coeﬃcients F and G include the eﬀects of the eddy currents, and are
calculated based on the frequency, the conductivity, and the geometry of
the winding arrangement. There are various commonly used methods for
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calculating the coeﬃcients in (2.28). The Ferreira method [44] was chosen for the analysis. At signiﬁcantly higher frequencies or larger strand
diameters, i.e. when the ﬁeld of neighboring strands becoms signiﬁcant,
the accuracy could be increased by using a method based on function
ﬁtting for the calculation of the proximity eﬀect losses [45]. However, for
this case where proximity losses are dominated by the permanent-magnet
ﬁeld, all methods converge to the same value for the coeﬃcient G.
Iron Losses
There are several methods to calculate the iron losses of magnetic materials. In machines they are usually based on the hysteresis model and/or the
eddy-current model, e.g. [48]. However, for the stator core of the machine
under investigation both silicon iron laminations, usually used in lowerspeed machines, and high-frequency magnetic materials, usually used
for inductors and transformers, are considered. Especially for the highfrequency materials, such as ferrites, soft-magnetic powders and amorphous or nanocrystalline iron-based alloys, the Steinmetz equation [49] is
the most commonly used method. Furthermore, the iron ﬂux distribution
and waveform is sinusoidal, such that the original Steinmetz equation can
be used without correction factors. With the ﬂux density in (2.23), the
iron losses are calculated as an integral over the iron volume with

PF e =

Cm f α B̂ β dV

(2.29)

VF e

where f is the frequency and B̂ the peak magnetic ﬂux density. The
coeﬃcients Cm , α and β can be directly extracted or obtained by curve
ﬁtting from manufacturer’s data. The parameters for the materials used
in this Thesis are provided in Table 2.3.
Air Friction Losses
For simple geometries, such as cylinders and disks, air friction losses can
be calculated analytically with friction coeﬃcients based on empirical
data [50]. In the following, only the air gap is taken into account in
the calculation of the air friction losses, and the losses at the end caps
are omitted. According to [50], the air friction losses of a long rotating
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cylinder encased in a stationary hollow cylinder are
Pf,air = cf πρair ω 3 R24 L

(2.30)

where ρair is the density of the air, ω the angular speed, R2 the radius
of the cylinder, and L the length of the cylinder. The friction coeﬃcient
depends on the radius of the cylinder, the air gap δ, and the Reynolds
number and the Taylor number, which are deﬁned as
R2 ωδ
R2 ω
Re = 2 ; T a = 2
νair
νair



δ
R2

(2.31)

where νair is the kinematic viscosity of air. The ﬂow stability depends
on the Taylor number; the ﬂow can be divided into laminar Couette ﬂow
(T a < 41.3), laminar ﬂow with Taylor vortices (41.3 < T a < 400), and
turbulent ﬂow (T a > 400). For laminar Couette ﬂow, the friction coeﬃcient can be determined analytically, but measurements show discrepancies with the theoretical values. Therefore, empirical data is usually used,
and correction factors are applied to adapt for diﬀerent geometries [50].
For the air gap of the machines under investigation, the friction coeﬃcient
1.8
cf =
Re



δ
R2

−0.25

R32
R32 − R22

(2.32)

can be used. Beyond the transition point from laminar ﬂow to ﬂow
with Taylor vortices, measurements show a friction coeﬃcient
cf ∝ T a−0.2 .

(2.33)

This model for air friction losses was experimentally validated in [50].
As an example, the calculated air friction losses for the 500 krpm system
(see section 5.1.2) are presented. The parameters of the machine are
summarized in Table 5.1 and the parameters for air are given in Table 2.3.
Figure 2.7 shows the values of the friction coeﬃcients versus Reynolds
number used for estimating the friction losses with 2.30. Figure 2.8 shows
the calculated air friction losses versus speed. It can be seen that above
a speed of 88 000 rpm the air ﬂow in the air gap is fully turbulent. At
the rated speed of 500 000 rpm the air friction losses reach 7.8 W and
are therefore a main contributor to the total losses at high speeds.
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Figure 2.7: Friction coeﬃcient versus Reynolds number for the 500 krpm
machine. The transition points from laminar to turbulent ﬂow are indicated
with circles.
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Figure 2.8: Air friction losses versus rotational speed of the 500 krpm machine.
The transition points from laminar to turbulent ﬂow are indicated with circles.

Other Losses
The eddy-current losses in the rotor of a slotless PM machine are generally very low as shown in [32]. Therefore, the rotor losses are ignored in
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the design and the optimization.
Furthermore, it is to be noted that the bearing losses are not considered in the eﬃciency optimization of the machine since they are usually
more dependent on the application than on the inner dimensions of the
motor. A comparison of diﬀerent bearing concepts is given in Section 4.1.
Shaft Torque
The torque available for an application is not the electromagnetic torque
in (2.26), but the mechanical shaft torque Tm . For motor operation, a
given mechanical torque required by the application, and when proximity
eﬀect losses, iron losses, and air friction losses are taken into account, the
electromagnetic torque can be calculated by
Te = Tm +

2.4

PCu,p + PF e + Pf,air
.
ω

(2.34)

Optimization

Based on the analytical ﬁeld model, the loss models and diﬀerent constraints, such as from the mechanical rotor construction, given dimensions, rotor dynamics, etc., an optimization of the machine can be undertaken. Objective functions of such an optimization can be volume,
weight, losses, etc.

2.4.1

Loss Minimization

As shown in section 2.2, the volume of an machine decreases with increasing speed for a given power rating, i.e. for a constant eﬃciency the
losses per area increase for increasing rotational speeds. Therefore, for
ultra-high-speed machines, it is important to optimize the eﬃciency i.e. minimize the losses - when the outer dimensions of the machine are
design constraints. In this case, the total losses can be obtained from
(2.28)-(2.30), i.e. the objective function is
Pd = PCu + PF e + Pf,air .
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The losses are minimized for a given rotational speed n and shaft
torque Tm . The outer radius R5 and length L of the stator core are
kept constant (or changed in an outer iteration), and the independent
variables are the magnet radius R1 , the air gap δ, and the inner radius
of the stator core R4 .
The loss minimization is constrained in order to obtain a geometrically, mechanically, and magnetically feasible design. The sleeve thickness
R2 − R1 is kept at the minimum value given by the mechanical analysis.
The minimum value for the air gap δ is 0.2 mm, and the minimum value
for the thickness of the stator core (R5 − R4 ) is 1 mm, both due to manufacturing and tolerance constraints. In addition, the ﬂux density in the
iron core is limited to a maximum value (1.3 T for a silicon iron stack
and 1.1 T for an amorphous iron stack), which is a small safety margin
to the respective magnetic saturation. A constant temperature of 120ºC
is assumed for the stator winding, and a constant temperature of 25ºC
is assumed for the air gap.
Many diﬀerent methods can be used for solving the minimization
problem. A straightforward choice is the Nelder-Mead simplex method
included in the MATLAB software as the function fminsearch. The constraints can be included in this derivative-free minimization method by
giving the objective function a high value if the design is not feasible.

2.4.2

Litz Wire Optimization

The strand diameter of the litz wire only inﬂuences the copper losses.
During the loss minimization, the strand diameter giving the lowest copper losses is selected for every feasible design. Making the strands thinner
decreases the eddy currents, but increases the resistive losses if the winding ﬁll factor decreases. The winding ﬁll factor is given by
kCu = kCu,t kCu,s .

(2.36)

Here, the turn ﬁll factor kCu,t is deﬁned as the ratio of the area
occupied by the litz wires to the total cross-sectional area of the winding.
The strand packing factor kCu,s is the ratio of the copper area of the
strands in the wire to the area of the wire. The turn ﬁll factor is assumed
to be constant, whereas the strand packing factor is a function of the
strand diameter. Figure 2.9 shows the strand packing factors kCu,s for
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Figure 2.9: Strand packing factor kCu,s as function of strand diameter: manufacturer’s data (markers) and ﬁtted curve (line).

various strand diameters obtained from manufacturer’s data [51].

2.4.3

Results

Fixed Outer Dimensions
The parameters used in the eﬃciency optimization are given in Table 2.3.
Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11 illustrate the dependence of the losses on the
internal radial dimensions of the machine. The outer dimensions were
ﬁxed (R5 = 8 mm and L = 15 mm), and the stator core material was
laminated silicon iron. The sleeve thickness was ﬁxed to 0.5 mm, and
so was the air gap (0.5 mm) and the strand diameter of the litz wire
(0.071 mm). In Figure 2.10, the total losses are plotted as a function of
the magnet radius R1 for various values of the inner radius R4 of the
stator core. The individual loss components are shown in Figure 2.11
for the original value R4 = 5.5 mm. It can be seen that the total losses
depend strongly on the radius of the permanent magnet, whereas the
sensitivity to the inner diameter of the core is low if the radius of the
permanent magnet is appropriately chosen.
The minimum of the losses is about 9 W, and it is obtained at R4 =
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Figure 2.10: Losses of the machine with ﬁxed outer dimensions of the stator
core (R5 = 8 mm, L = 15 mm) and a shaft power of 100 W at a rotational
speed of 500 000 rpm for variable magnet radius R1 and various values of the
inner radius R4 of the stator core. The circle shows the value for the traditional
machine with R4 = 5.5 mm and R1 = 2.5 mm.
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Figure 2.11: Loss components of the machine as described in Figure 2.10 but
constant inner radius of the stator core, R4 = 5.5 mm.
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Symbol
Quantity
Value
Permanent magnet
Remanence ﬂux density
1.1 T
Brem
Relative recoil permeability
1.05
μr1
Silicon-iron laminations
Relative permeability
1860
μr5
Steinmetz coeﬃcient
21.8 W/m3
Cm
α
Steinmetz coeﬃcient
1.42
β
Steinmetz coeﬃcient
1.50
Amorphous iron (Metglas 2605SA1)
Relative permeability
35100
μr5
Steinmetz coeﬃcient
0.94 W/m3
Cm
α
Steinmetz coeﬃcient
1.53
β
Steinmetz coeﬃcient
1.72
Air
Density
1.29 kg/m3
ρair
νair
Kinematic viscosity
0.000014 m2 /s
Temperatures
Copper temperature
120°C
TCu
Air gap temperature
25°C
Tair
Table 2.3: Parameters for the optimization.

5.3 mm and R1 = 1.7 mm. A traditional machine design based on copper
losses and iron losses only results in the values R4 = 5.5 mm and R1 =
2.5 mm, and it has 14.2 W of losses. Thus a reduction of losses by 5.2 W
can be obtained by an optimization including air friction losses and only
changing the internal radial dimensions of the machine. It can be seen
that the copper losses of the optimized machine are higher than those of
the traditional machine, but the air friction and iron losses are reduced.
A smaller magnet radius leads to a lower air-gap ﬂux density and thus
increases the copper losses. However, a larger amount of air friction and
iron losses can be avoided by decreasing the magnet radius. The losses
of the traditional machine are shown by circular markers in Figure 2.10
and Figure 2.11.
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Variable Outer Dimensions and Strand Diameter
For an improved loss minimization, the sleeve thickness was reduced
to the minimum value given by the mechanical analysis (R2 − R1 =
0.25 mm), and the optimization was based on the three independent variables (R1 , δ, and R4 ). In addition, the strand diameter giving lowest copper losses was determined for the litz wire. In all the following examples,
the loss minimization resulted in an air gap value of δ = 0.2 mm, i.e. the
minimum value. The optimum strand diameter of the litz wire varied between 0.03 and 0.05 mm, but the inﬂuence of small changes in the strand
diameter is insigniﬁcant since the proximity eﬀect losses are much lower
than the other loss components. Figure 2.12 shows the magnet radius
R1 and inner radius R4 of the stator core for the laminated silicon iron
core material. The results are shown for variable outer radius R5 of the
stator core and various values of the core length L. The corresponding
total losses are shown in Figure 2.13. For the original outer dimensions
(R5 = 8 mm and L = 15 mm), the losses can be reduced to about 7 W
by choosing R4 = 5.1 mm and R1 = 1.8 mm. Thus the reduction of the
air gap and rotor sleeve thickness allows a loss reduction by 2 W from
the result shown in Figure 2.10. The losses can be further reduced by
increasing the outer dimensions of the machine.

Inﬂuence of Stator Core Material
Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15 show the loss minimization results when the
stator core material was laminated amorphous iron (Metglas magnetic
alloy 2605SA1). In this case, the iron losses are lower than 10% of the
total losses. If the original outer dimensions of the machine are used, a
loss reduction to about 5.2 W is possible by choosing R4 = 4.5 mm and
R1 = 1.9 mm. The losses of the traditional machine (14.2 W) can thus
be reduced by 63% without changing the outer dimensions. It is obvious
that for constant L, the results in Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15 do not
depend much on the outer radius R5 if R5 ≈ 6 mm or larger. Thus the
outer diameter of the stator can be reduced from the original value with
almost no inﬂuence on the losses. The losses are higher at the lowest
values of R5 . The loss increase is caused by two constraints used in the
optimization: the minimum thickness of the stator core (1 mm) and the
maximum ﬂux density allowed in the stator core (1.1 T).
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Figure 2.12: Optimization results for the silicon-iron core: magnet radius R1
and inner radius R4 of the stator core for variable outer radius R5 of the stator
core and various values of the core length L. The shaft power is 100 W and
the rotational speed 500 000 rpm.
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Figure 2.13: Optimization results for the silicon iron core: total losses Pd for
variable outer radius R5 of the stator core and various values of the core length
L. The shaft power is 100 W and the rotational speed 500 000 rpm.
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Figure 2.14: Optimization results for the amorphous iron core: magnet radius
R1 and inner radius R4 of the stator core for variable outer radius R5 of the
stator core and various values of the core length L. The shaft power is 100 W
and the rotational speed 500 000 rpm.
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Figure 2.15: Optimization results for the amorphous iron core: total losses
Pd for variable outer radius R5 of the stator core and various values of the core
length L. The shaft power is 100 W and the rotational speed 500 000 rpm.
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Figure 2.16: Optimization results when air friction losses are omitted. Explanations of curves are as in Figure 2.14.

Inﬂuence of Air Friction Losses
The air friction losses (2.30) are approximately proportional to R54 . At
high speeds, the inclusion of this loss component in the loss minimization
leads to a smaller rotor radius than the one obtained without this loss
component. This fact is illustrated in Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.17 showing
the loss minimization results when the air friction losses are omitted.

Inﬂuence of Speed
In order to investigate the inﬂuence of the rotational speed on the results,
the losses of 100 W motors were minimized in the speed range between
100 000 and 1 000 000 rpm. The core length was ﬁxed to L = 15 mm, and
the outer radius R5 of the core was adjusted in such a way that the ﬂux
density was 1.1 T (if possible without contradicting the minimum core
thickness constraint). The results are shown in Figure 2.18, Figure 2.19
and Figure 2.20. It is obvious that the inclusion of the air friction losses in
the loss minimization leads to very small rotor diameters at the highest
speeds. For the power rating considered, the analysis of rotor dynamics
would have to be included in the optimization for speeds higher than
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Figure 2.17: Optimization results when air friction losses are omitted. Explanations of curves are as in Figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.18: Magnet radius R1 , and inner radius R4 and outer radius R5 of
the stator core as functions of the rotational speed n used in the optimization.
The shaft power is 100 W and the core length L = 15 mm.

500 000 rpm, which ﬁnally restricts the reduction of the rotor radius
with increasing speed.
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Figure 2.19: Total losses Pd and air friction losses Pf,air as functions of the
rotational speed n used in the optimization. The shaft power is 100 W and the
core length L = 15 mm.
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Figure 2.20: Total losses over surface area Pd /A as a function of the rotational
speed n used in the optimization. The shaft power is 100 W and the core length
L = 15 mm.
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2.5

Machine Model

Resulting from the torque calculation in (2.26), the current density is
translated into litz strand currents by the results from the litz wire optimization. The litz strands can be in connected in parallel or series
depending on the current and voltage demand or rating of the power
electronics or the application. This winding design leads to a stator phase
resistance Rs , a stator phase inductance Ls , and, together with the magnet properties, to the permanent-magnet ﬂux linkage ψP M used in the
following model. These quantities can be determined analytically or by
means of FE simulations. For the stator phase resistance, due to the litz
wire winding, the skin eﬀect is negligible and only the dc stator resistance
has to be determined. This can easily be calculated with the litz strand
diameter, the number of parallel strands and the winding length. In contrary to the resistance, the inductance and permanent-magnet ﬂux linkage are determined by means of FE-Simulation. For the machine topology presented in this Thesis, the stator inductance is very low due to
the large magnetic air gap. Furthermore, magnetically, the machine has
a symmetrical construction (Figure 2.1), the small diﬀerence in permeability in the magnet in the magnetization axis and orthogonal thereto is
negligible. This results in stator phase inductances independent from the
rotor angle. As can be seen in section 2.3.2, the ﬁeld components in the
winding generated by the permanent magnet are sinusoidally distributed
along the circumference. This, together with a constant rotational speed
ω, results in sinusoidally induced phase voltages (also called back EMF),
and such machines are called permanent-magnet synchronous machines
(PMSM).
Such a PMSM can be modeled in a stator oriented frame with the
three phase quantities for the terminal phase voltages ut,a , ut,b , ut,c and
the phase currents iph,a , iph,b , iph,c . Usually, these three phase quantities
are condensed in a space vector for the phase currents is and a space
vector for the terminal voltages us , where

2
2π/3
−2π/3
iph,a + iph,b e
is =
+ iph,c e
3
and
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2
2π/3
−2π/3
ut,a + ut,b e
us =
+ ut,c e
3

(2.38)

respectively. With the factor 2/3 it can be achieved that the absolute
value of the space vector quantities equals the amplitude of the phase
quantities in the symmetric case. With this and the space vector for the
permanent-magnet ﬂux linkage
ψ pm = ψpm e(jωt)

(2.39)

the electromagnetic part of the machine can be fully described with
us = is Rs + Ls

∂is
+ jωψ pm .
∂t

(2.40)

The virtual back EMF in phase a can be determined with (jωψ P M ).
This three-phase, stator oriented model closely represents the mechanical
stator construction with the three-phase winding. These space vectors
are in a stator ﬁxed coordinate system, however, for control purposes the
quantities are preferably represented in a coordinate system ﬁxed to the
rotor. This can be achieved with rotating the stator ﬁxed space vectors
with
is = is ejωt

(2.41)

us = us ejωt

(2.42)

which leads to the space vectors for stator voltage us and stator
current is ﬁxed to the rotor axis. For stationary operation, these space
vector quantities can then be represented in phasor diagrams, e.g. Figure 3.8, with real axis (d-axis) in direction of the rotor ﬂux linkage and
a imaginary axis (q-axis) orthogonal to the direction of the rotor ﬂux
linkage. The d-axis has an angle  = ωt to the axis of phase a in the
stator coordinate system. This leads to the well-known PMSM model in
the reference frame ﬁxed to the rotor, with currents and voltages split
up into d- and q-components. For this machine with Ld = Lq the PMSM
can be represented with (2.43) - (2.46).
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∂id
− ωLs iq
∂t
∂iq
+ ωLs id + ωψpm
uq = Rs iq + Ls
∂t

ud = Rs id + Ls

Te =
J

(2.43)
(2.44)

3
iq ψpm
2

(2.45)

∂ω
= Te − Tb
∂t

(2.46)

The translation of stator three phase-components to the rotor reference frame is done with the Park-transformation


xd
xq

2.5.1



⎞
xa
cos cos( − 2π/3) cos( + 2π/3) ⎝ ⎠
xb .
−sin −sin( − 2π/3) −sin( + 2π/3)
xc


=



⎛

(2.47)

Machine Data and Speciﬁcations

The usual machine data provided for this type of machine includes the
stator inductance Ls , the stator resistance Rs , and the permanent-magnet
ﬂux linkage ψpm . Furthermore, mechanical data such as dimensions and
inertia J might be provided. Speciﬁcations can include rated and maximum voltages, currents, speeds and power levels. For the two machines
presented in this Thesis the data is compiled in Table 5.1.
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Chapter 3

Power and Control
Electronics
3.1
3.1.1

Topology Selection
Requirements

The basic task for the power electronics and the control system is to
drive the machine described in chapter 2 with the desired speed. The
requirements can be divided into the following items:
• Supply the motor phases with currents with fundamental frequencies beyond 16.7 kHz (which equals a rotational speed of 1 million
rpm for a two-pole machine).
• For most of the applications in the low power range, a low voltage dc supply is existing or a dc output is required. Therefore, the
power electronics should interface to a constant dc voltage supply.
For some applications (e.g. a gas turbine starter/generator) bidirectional operation is required.
• Depending on the application (e.g. for a portable gas turbine system), the power and control electronics have to be very compact.
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In contrast to electrical machines, the size of the power electronics mainly scales with power rating and is minimized by choosing
the correct topology through eﬃciency improvements and the use
of high switching frequencies. For systems with high power ratings, the size of the control electronics is negligible compared to
the power electronics. However, for ultra-high-speed machines with
low power ratings (e.g. 100 W), the control electronics size becomes
signiﬁcant. Generally, the size of the control electronics scales with
the complexity of the control method selected and the complexity
depends on the topology and the modulation schemes used.
• Guarantee a suﬃciently low current ripple. Due to the litz wire
winding with thin strands optimized for proximity eﬀect losses, the
copper losses due to current harmonics are negligible. However, the
current harmonics also inﬂuence the magnetic ﬁeld in the machine,
called armature reaction, and especially high frequency harmonics
can lead to additional eddy current losses in stator core and rotor
sleeve. Achieving low high-frequency current harmonics is not trivial as the phase inductance of the machine is very low due to the
large air gap. For a standard voltage source inverter (VSI) this then
results in a trade-oﬀ between higher switching frequency (losses,
current control bandwidth) and a bigger ﬁlter (volume, weight).
• The rotor position has to be determined without additional sensors
up to and beyond 1 million rpm. This not only requires a special
sensorless rotor position detection, but it also inﬂuences the power
electronics topology selection as well as the commutation strategy.
• The control system has to include cascaded current (torque) and
speed control loops. Furthermore, the control system also has to
provide communication with an external interface setting the speed
reference, for example a PC.

3.1.2

Topology Candidates

Typically, only standard VSIs are used for low power, low voltage PM machines. Traditionally, for a PMSM (sinusoidal back EMF), as the one presented in section 2, the stator currents are controlled to follow a sinusoidal
waveform. However, also these machines can be fed with square-wave currents, usually used for brushless dc (BLDC) machines with trapezoidal
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waveform. Due to the high fundamental frequency and the low inductance of the machine, the standard VSI (PMSM or BLDC operation) is
not an automatic choice, because either a very high switching frequency,
in the order of a factor of twenty compared to the fundamental frequency,
is required, and/or a ﬁlter between the inverter and the machine has to
be employed [52]. A typical VSI conﬁguration with an LCL-ﬁlter is shown
in Figure 3.1 a). The most simple ﬁlter would be only one inductance
per phase, i.e. Cx = 0 and Lx2 = 0. Higher switching frequency (for a
rotational speed of 1 million rpm and a factor of 20 between fundamental and switching frequency the switching frequency is 335 kHz) leads
to proportionally higher switching losses and therefore increased cooling
requirements. Furthermore, the current control bandwidth has to be very
high, which pushes the limits of current measurement, analog signal electronics, controller and gate driver design, and switching time. Because of
these disadvantages, also other topologies are considered, with the focus
on topologies that allow to switch the inverter stage with the fundamental frequency of the stator currents, and therefore avoid the problems
mentioned above.
The traditional VSI can be extended with a DC/DC converter stage
which can control the dc link voltage, and therefore the inverter stage
only has to task to commutate this voltage or current to the machine with
the fundamental frequency. Therefore, this topology is referenced to as
the pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) inverter [53], or the variable dc
link inverter [54]. Due to the fact that in the inverter stage the halfbridges switch in 120 electrical degree blocks, a further denomination is
VSI with block commutation [55]. The DC/DC converter can be realized
for uni- or bidirectional power ﬂow depending on the requirements. The
topology is shown in Figure 3.1 b) and will further on be referred to as
PAM inverter. In the PAM inverter, when carefully selecting the dc link
capacitance Cdc1 , the machine torque can be controlled with controlling
the dc current, because in average, the dc current is proportional to
the phase currents. This leads to only one current control loop instead of
three as for the standard VSI, and the required bandwidth of this control
loop is whether dependent on the inverter switching frequency nor on the
fundamental frequency of the stator currents, but on the desired torque
control bandwidth. Furthermore, the passives (dc link inductance Ldc
and Cdc1 can be dimensioned in accordance with the desired current and
voltage ripples and the DC/DC converter switching frequency.
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The same commutation strategy with 120 electrical degree blocks in
the inverter stage can be used in a current source inverter (CSI). Also
here, the dc current is controlled with an additional DC/DC converter.
However, for bi-directional power ﬂow, the DC/DC converter has to invert the voltage instead of the current as in the PAM inverter, which
requires a full bridge. Furthermore, the switches in the inverter stage
have to be reverse blocking, which can be achieved with a diode in series
with the MOSFET. The dc link current is decoupled from the phase currents with a three-phase output ﬁlter consisting of three capacitors. The
topology is shown in Figure 3.1 c). Also here, as for the PAM inverter,
the torque control bandwidth can be set independently and the dc inductor Ldc can be dimensioned in accordance with the desired current ripple
and the DC/DC converter switching frequency. Only the three topologies VSI, PAM inverter, and CSI are considered further. However, for the
sake of completeness two more possibilities for driving ultra-high-speed
permanent-magnet machines, the inherently bi-directional current source
AC/DC converter [56] and the Z-source converter [57] are presented in
Figure 3.2 a) and Figure 3.2 b) respectively. With the bi-directional current source AC/DC converter, no additional dc-dc converter is needed,
but there is additional complexity and switches required for each phase
leg of the inverter. Furthermore, this converter needs minimal ac voltages
and therefore a minimal speed of the machine, therefore it is no option
for variable speed machines and motor start-up. The Z-source converter
can also oﬀer bidirectional power ﬂow when adding a switch at the input,
is capable of boosting the dc input voltage and has inherent protection
from a bridge-leg short-through condition. However, also this converter
has additional control complexity and higher losses. All the topologies
have been compared in [58].
Figure 3.3-Figure 3.6 depict simulation results of the phase current
waveforms and the corresponding phase leg switching signals for the three
topologies considered. For the VSI, both sinusoidal and square-wave current control is presented. The shape in the current waveform of the PAM
inverter is the result of the applied voltage over the machine phase inductances. When neglecting the commutation intervals from one phase
to another, the voltage over the inductors is the constant dc-link voltage minus the rectiﬁed three-phase, sinusoidal back EMF voltages. The
three topologies are further compared in Table 3.1 concerning complexity, number of semiconductors and volume of passive components. For
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Figure 3.1: Possible power electronic topologies for driving an ultra-highspeed permanent-magnet machine: Traditional VSI with additional output
LCL-ﬁlter (a), PAM VSI with additional DC/DC converter for uni- or bidirectional power ﬂow (b), and CSI with output capacitors and additional DC/DC
converter for uni- or bidirectional power ﬂow (c). The inverter stage of the CSI
and PAM VSI switch with the fundamental frequency.
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Figure 3.2: Not further considered, alternative topologies for driving an ultrahigh-speed permanent-magnet machine: bi-directional current source AC/DC
converter (a) and Z-source converter (b).
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Switching frequency
Current control bandwidth
Number of MOSFETs
Number of diodes
Conduction losses
Switching losses
Volume of passive components
Control complexity

VSI
−
−
6
0
+
−
+/−
−

PAM inverter
+
+
8
0
0
+
0
+

CSI
+
+
10
6
−
+
−
+

Table 3.1: Comparison of converter topologies.

the PAM inverter and the CSI the bidirectional topology is chosen. The
VSI has the advantage of the lowest number of semiconductor elements
and therefore potentially lower conduction losses. This is why the VSI
is the preferred choice for most BLDC and PMSM drive systems. The
main disadvantage for this application is the high current control-loop
bandwidth and the high switching frequency needed, and this for all the
three half bridges. This increases the control complexity and leads to
high switching losses and therefore a lower eﬃciency. The problems of
high switching frequency and current control bandwidth can be overcome when the inverter is switched at the fundamental frequency of the
machine as in the PAM inverter and the CSI. The switching losses and
the control complexity for the three phase bridge legs are signiﬁcantly reduced. However, the disadvantage is that an additional DC/DC converter
is required to control the dc current. The current control bandwidth and
switching frequency of the DC/DC converter can be selected to reduce
switching losses since the dynamic behavior of the drive system is not
critical. The main disadvantage is the increased volume caused mainly
by the dc inductor. For the PAM inverter, this inductor can be made
smaller as for the CSI since additional smoothing is provided with an
output capacitor.

3.1.3

PAM Inverter

The standard VSI has the advantage of the lowest number of semiconductors needed. The ac ﬁlter is no drawback, as the passives on the dc
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Figure 3.3: Simulation results (machine back EMF, phase current and switching signals for the phase leg) of a PMSM driven with the standard VSI (Figure 3.1 a)) with pulse width modulation (PWM) and sinusoidal current control.
In the d-q reference frame ﬁxed to the rotor the d-axis current is controlled to
zero and the q-axis current to 2.3 A. The two-pole PMSM has a ﬂux linkage
of 0.306 mVs, a stator inductance of 3 μH, a stator resistance of 0.2 Ω and
rotates at 500 000 rpm. The inverter has an input voltage of Vdc = 40 V and
a switching frequency of 300 kHz. The ﬁlter components are Lx1 = 10 μH,
Cx = 0 and Lx2 = 0.
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Figure 3.4: Simulation results (machine back EMF, phase current and switching signals for the phase leg) of a PMSM driven with the standard VSI (Figure 3.1 a)) with hysteresis BLDC current control. The currents are controlled
to 1.8 A with an allowed ripple current of 1 A during the on interval of one
phase. The two-pole PMSM has a ﬂux linkage of 0.306 mVs, a stator inductance
of 3 μH, a stator resistance of 0.2 Ω and rotates at 500 000 rpm. The inverter
has an input voltage of Vdc = 40 V, and the ﬁlter components are Lx1 = 10 μH,
Cx = 0 and Lx2 = 0. This results in an average switching frequency of 250 kHz.
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Figure 3.5: Simulation results (machine back EMF, phase current and switching signals for the phase leg) of a PMSM driven with the PAM inverter (Figure 3.1 b)). The dc link current is controlled to 1.8 A. The two-pole PMSM has
a ﬂux linkage of 0.306 mVs, a stator inductance of 3 μH, a stator resistance
of 0.2 Ω and rotates at 500 000 rpm. The inverter has an input voltage of
Vdc = 40 V, the dc link inductance is LDC = 50 μH, the dc link capacitance is
CDC1 = 40 μF and the DC/DC switching frequency is 100 kHz.
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Figure 3.6: Simulation results (machine back EMF, phase current and switching signals for the phase leg) of a PMSM driven with the CSI (Figure 3.1 c)).
The dc link current is controlled to 1.8 A. The two-pole PMSM has a ﬂux linkage of 0.306 mVs, a stator inductance of 3 μH, a stator resistance of 0.2 Ω and
rotates at 500 000 rpm. The inverter has an input voltage of Vdc = 40 V, the
dc link inductance is LDC = 100 μH, the output capacitors are Cx = 147 nF
and the DC/DC switching frequency is 100 kHz.
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TDC,p
TDC,n
Tinv
LDC
Total

switching losses1 (W)
1.15
0.05
0.10

1 switching

conduction losses2 (W)
0.15
0.07
0.07
0.68
3.12

loss measurements at 25°C, 2 calculations at 25°C

Table 3.2: Loss balance for a PAM inverter driving the 500 krpm machine
with a speed of 500 000 rpm at a power of 100 W.

link for the other two topologies result in a similar volume. However, due
to the drawback of the very high switching frequency and the high bandwidth needed for the current control loop, the VSI is not the optimal
choice, as this results in a lower eﬃciency due to switching losses and
an increased eﬀort and volume in the measurement and control system,
which, for low power inverters, can be a major part of the total volume.
Compared to the PAM inverter, the CSI has only the advantage of a
more direct phase current control, but several drawbacks: A high number
of semiconductors needed and therefore higher conduction losses, a higher
value and therefore volume of the dc inductor due to the absence of a dc
link capacitor, and an increased eﬀort for bidirectional power ﬂow.
Due to the low switching losses, the low complexity control, the bidirectional power ﬂow capability and a relatively low volume of the passives, the PAM inverter is the preferred choice for driving an ultra-high
speed, low inductive, PMSM.
In Table 3.2 the loss balance of a PAM inverter for driving the two
machines presented in section 5.1 is given. A standard low voltage MOSFET (IRFR3710ZPbF) is chosen and the switching losses have been determined with measurements, the conduction losses have been calculated.
The dc link inductance is realized with a iron-powder core and a lizt wire,
the losses have been calculated. As in Figure 3.5 the dc link inductance
has a value of 50 μH and the DC/DC switching frequency is 100 kHz.
For driving the 500 krpm machine (Table 5.1) with a rotational speed of
500 000 rpm and a power of 100 W the power electronics have total losses
of 3.12 W which results in an eﬃciency of 97.0% for the PAM inverter.
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3.2

Sensorless Rotor Position Detection

A sensorless technique is used to control the stator currents, in order to
overcome the disadvantages of rotor position sensors, such as an increased
failure probability and an axial extension of the machine. Especially in
ultra-high-speed machines, a longer rotor is unwanted because the critical speeds are lowered. Traditional sensorless control methods use model
based estimation of the back EMF to calculate the rotor angle at any
instant. The disadvantages are a large computational eﬀort and the requirement of phase current measurements. For the PAM inverter with
120 electrical degrees current blocks, also known as six-step operation,
the back EMF can be directly measured during the oﬀ intervals in each
phase. The detected zero-crossings can be phase-shifted by 30 electrical degrees and used for switching operations, as described in [59] and
shown in Figure 3.7. With this information on the rotor position, the stator current is then usually controlled approximately perpendicular to the
permanent-magnet ﬂux, corresponding to maximum torque-per-current
operation. Only digital signals are processed, and the computation effort is limited. Nevertheless, unwanted zero-crossings have to be digitally
masked, and the 30-degree phase shift has to be implemented. The lower
limited speed range due to the speed dependence of the back EMF amplitude and noise sensitivity are further drawbacks. A major drawback
is the upper speed limit as described in [59]. It is due to the diode conduction, when the current in one phase decreases to zero, which should
be signiﬁcantly lower than 30 electrical degrees in order to guarantee a
zero crossing detection. The diode conduction angle is depending on the
machine design and the actual current loading.
Due to these drawbacks, an improved method is suggested which is
partly based on sensorless techniques described in [6], where a PMSM is
fed by a PWM inverter or a linear ampliﬁer, and in [60], where a BLDC
motor is controlled by a VSI.
For the following considerations, only the fundamental waveforms for
currents and voltages are considered. Looking at the back EMF and
the terminal voltage in Figure 3.7 this is an acceptable approximation.
However, considering the phase current waveform, the approximation is
only valid if the signals used in the sensorless control are ﬁltered, which is
the case as we will see later on. Also the current commutation in between
the phases, i.e. the diode conduction angle, is neglected. This is valid for
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Figure 3.7: Simulation results (machine back EMF, phase current, machine
terminal voltages to star point ut , voltage in phase with the stator ﬂux uψ and
switching signals for the phase leg) of a PMSM driven with the PAM inverter
as described in Figure 3.5. The zero-crossings of the back EMF can be detected
in ut , as indicated with circles, and are phase-shifted by 30 electrical degrees
compared to the switching instants. The steady-state diﬀerence of the zerocrossings of uψ , indicated with circles, to the switching instants is very small,
also see (3.1).
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low inductive machines with small diode conduction angles.
The voltages presented in simulations and equations are phase quantities. In the practical realization, they are measured in reference to a
star point which can be provided with an additional connection to the
machine star point or generated externally on the electronics, usually
with three equal resistors in star connection.
In the improved sensorless rotor position detection, the fundamental
stator current waveform is controlled perpendicular to the stator ﬂux
linkage ψ s instead of the permanent-magnet ﬂux linkage ψ pm as illustrated in Figure 3.8 for steady-state operation. The stator ﬂux position is
estimated by integrating the terminal voltages ut,a,b,c , leading to signals
uψ,a,b,c in phase with the stator ﬂux (Figure 3.9). The zero-crossings of
these signals sa,b,c , indicated with circles on uψ in Figure 3.7, have a
steady-state angle diﬀerence to the ideal switching instants, indicated
with circles on ut in Figure 3.7. This is due to the voltage drop over the
stator inductance and resistance. However, the diﬀerence is very small
due to the small inductance and therefore the zero-crossings can directly
be used for switching the inverter. Then, since the stator currents are
now in phase with the stator voltages (and not the back EMF as for
maximum torque per current operation), the resistive voltage drop only
inﬂuences the magnitudes of the signals uψ,a,b,c but not their phases. A
comparison to the maximum torque per current operation can be made
by considering the steady-state stator current displacement


Ls îph
(3.1)
δ = arcsin
ψpm
of the fundamental waveform with respect to the back EMF induced
by the permanent-magnet ﬂux. As an example, for the machine of the
simulations with a ﬂux linkage of 0.306 mVs, a stator inductance of 3 μH
and a peak phase current of 4 A this results in a current displacement
δ of 2.2 electrical degrees, and this represents a torque decrease of only
0.08% compared to maximum torque per current operation.
The main advantages of this sensorless control are
• The terminal voltages are ﬁltered and noise is reduced due to the
integration.
• The signals are phase shifted by −90 electrical degrees and the zero63
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Figure 3.8: Phasor diagram for the applied sensorless control, not drawn to
scale (a) and drawn to scale for a machine with a ﬂux linkage of 0.306 mVs,
a stator inductance of 3 μH and a peak phase current of 4 A (b). The stator
current is controlled perpendicular to the stator ﬂux.
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Figure 3.9: Zero stator ﬂux detection with integrators and comparators. In
practice, the integrators can be realized as ﬁrst-order low-pass ﬁlters.
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crossing of the signals therefore happens at a commutation instant
of the inverter. Therefore, no phase-shift has to be implemented as
for the zero-crossing detection of the back EMF.
• The integration of the terminal voltages, whose amplitude and frequency is proportional to the rotational speed of the machine, leads
to signals uψ,a,b,c with almost constant amplitude.
In practice, the integrator can be realized as a ﬁrst-order low-pass RC
ﬁlter with a very low cross-over frequency. A low cross-over frequency
is necessary to get a phase shift of −90 degrees at as low speeds as
possible. The design of such a low-pass ﬁlter is a trade-oﬀ between having
a phase shift of −90 degrees at low speeds and having a signal with a
larger amplitude. The zero-crossing detection of the signals uψ,a,b,c can
be done with comparators and leads to digital signals sa,b,c , which can
be connected to digital inputs of a DSP.
In contrary to the standard VSI, where a low inductive machine results in a high current ripple or a large output ﬁlter, for a PAM inverter
with ﬂux-zero crossing sensorless control, the low phase inductance of
the PMSM is an advantage due to the negligible steady-state current
displacement of the sensorless control. This means that the machine
topology selected in section 2, the inverter selected in section 3.1 and
the sensorless rotor position detection described here are a very good
match and the ideal combination for ultra-high-speed operation.

3.3

Control

For most of the applications, the main task of the control system is the
speed or torque control of the machine. This includes the commutation
of the inverter switches depending on the rotor position, and the cascaded current and speed control loops. The control system also provides
communication with an external interface setting the speed reference, for
example a PC.
The stator-ﬂux zero-crossing detection can be realized with a discrete low-pass ﬁlter and comparator circuit, as described in the previous
section, whereas the rotor position and speed calculation can be implemented on microcontroller or a DSP. Out of the sensorless signals sa,b,c
the inverter switching and speed calculation can be realized in software
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Figure 3.10: Overview about the control system of the PAM inverter. Part
of the sensorless control is realized as discrete electronics, part is realized in
software on a DSP. The current (or torque respectively) and speed control
loop are cascaded, and the speed reference is set from an external source. The
current controller controls the dc link current via the DC/DC converter.

with a short computation time. The signals directly set the state of the inverter, whereas the speed information is passed on to a speed controller.
Since all considered applications need only low dynamics of the speed
or torque control, simple torque control via the dc current is suﬃcient,
which allows for a single current measurement. The current reference is
set by the speed controller. The entire control structure is presented in
Figure 3.10.
This low complexity control structure leads to a simple and compact
control system. Further control requirements such as current limitation
for electronics and machine protection, speed ramp limitations for protecting the application and the bearing system, additional control, e.g.
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outer loops for pressure or mass ﬂow control in a compressor, can be
implemented in software.

3.3.1

Torque Generation

As previously shown, the phase currents in the chosen inverter-motor
combination are not sinusoidal, and the instantaneous torque generated
in a machine is therefore not constant. The current waveforms depend
on the machine inductance and back EMF waveform.
The instantaneous torque can be calculated with (2.45) and (2.47)
from the phase currents. A simulation result is shown in Figure 3.11. It
can be seen that the non-sinusoidal phase currents produce a torque ripple. However, for most of the applications, this torque ripple is negligible
due to the high inertia compared to the torque ripple variation, which
only leads to a very small speed ripple when the inertia J is suﬃciently
high, according to (2.46). The usual problem of noise and vibration due
to a high torque ripple is outweighed by the noise and vibration of the
application, for example in drilling spindles and turbocompressors.
Hence, only the mean torque is considered. For steady-state operation
and neglecting the diode conduction angle, and during the conduction,
i.e. on-state, of the upper MOSFET in a phase leg, the mean value of the
phase current equals the dc current. Due to the sinusoidal back EMF,
only the fundamental current waveform contributes to the average torque
generation. Assuming block currents in the phases, the fundamental component (peak) of the phase current, and therefore the q-current can be
calculated with
√
2 3
(3.2)
îph,1 = iq = idc
π
and therefore the average electromagnetic torque can be written as a
function of the dc current idc with
√
3 3
ψpm idc .
Te =
π

(3.3)

The instantaneous and the fundamental current waveforms in one
phase, the dc current, the instantaneous and the average electromagnetic
torque are depicted in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Instantaneous (solid) and fundamental (dashed) current waveforms in one phase of the machine, and the dc current, instantaneous (solid)
and average (dashed) electromagnetic torque.
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Chapter 4

System Integration
4.1
4.1.1

Bearing Technology
Requirements

For machine speeds in the range of 500 000 to 1 000 000 rpm the selection of a suitable bearing is a main issue. In this Thesis, the focus
is on the electrical drive system and not on the bearing, and no bearing system is designed. However, in order to build experimental setups
and running systems, a suitable bearing has to be evaluated. Therefore,
in the following, a short overview about diﬀerent bearing technologies
is given, diﬀerent high-speed bearings from literature are reported, and
advantages and disadvantages of the bearings are compared.
The requirements, besides the feasibility for highest speed operation,
can be very diﬀerent depending on the application. The mechanical load
is high in a machining spindle, but low in a rotating optical mirror.
The running hours between service intervals is short in a medical drill
compared to a heat pump compressor that might run nonstop for years.
The bearing losses in a ﬂywheel application are critical, whereas high
losses and a low eﬃciency is no problem in a turboexpander in a cryogenic
plant, where energy is wasted as heat anyway. The bearing close to the
turbine side in a gas turbine has to suﬀer high temperatures, whereas
in a compressor sucking in ambient air the cooling is almost perfect. A
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turbocompressor delivering air to a fuel cell has to be oil-free, whereas
the gearboxes in a dental handpiece have to be lubricated daily with an
oil-spray. Therefore, no single choice for a bearing can be made for ultrahigh-speed electrical machines, it very much depends on the application.
After the comparison of the diﬀerent bearings, three application examples
of bearing choice are given.

4.1.2

Bearing Types

Ball Bearings
Standard ball bearings are not feasible for highest speeds. Hence, manufactures usually give limit speeds in the dimensionless "n x d", which
means rotational speed in rpm times shaft diameter of the bearing in mm.
For standard bearings, the limits are in the range of a few 100 000 up
to about 2 million for special miniature high-speed bearings. Such specialized bearings are commonly used in the dental industry, and bearings
are available for speeds up to 400 000 rpm, with an according diameter
in the range of 3-6 mm.
The main advantages of ball bearings are the robustness, stiﬀness and
small size. Disadvantages are the limited operating temperature depending on materials and lubrication and relatively high losses at high speed,
see section 5.3.4. However, the main disadvantage is the limited lifetime
dependent on lubrication, load and especially speed.
Air Bearings
Static air bearings, dynamic air bearings and foil bearings levitate the rotor with air pressure, either generated with an external supply (static) or
by spinning the rotor (dynamic and foil). They all show low friction losses
and a long lifetime. Furthermore, depending on the air bearing type and
materials used, high temperature operation is possible. The drawback is
a speed limit due to instabilities, especially with heavy rotors such as
in permanent-magnet machines. No satisfactory designs or experimental
results have been presented for speeds above 500 000 rpm, and no air
bearings are commercially available in this area.
Static air bearings are widely used in machining spindles i.e. in PCB
drilling [5], [24], where external pressure supply is easily available. In in70
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dustry, the highest speeds achieved today are in the area of 200 000 rpm.
A hydrostatic thrust bearing design resulting from a MEMS gas turbine
research project was running at a maximum speed of 1.4 million rpm
[25], [61]. For applications where an external power supply is not available, dynamic or foil air bearings are reported. MiTi veriﬁed a foil bearing
at speeds up to 700 000 rpm and temperatures up to 650°C [27] and for
a miniature gas turbine, bearings are tested in [26] up to 770 000 rpm.
Further theoretical analysis and experimental veriﬁcation of high-speed
gas bearings is presented in [62] and [63].
Magnetic Bearings
Magnetic bearings levitate the rotor using magnetic forces and have similar advantages as air bearings, because they also work without mechanical
contact. In contrary to air bearings, they are limited in temperature due
to the usual permanent magnets and copper windings used.
Active magnetic bearings require sensors, actuators and control, which
results in high complexity and increased bearing volume. Furthermore,
the high dynamic rotor position control requires a high bandwidth in
current and position measurement and controllers. Furthermore, due to
its complexity, and therefore probability of failure, usually an emergency
bearing is needed. The challenges and possible solutions are described
in [64], [65] and [66].
In [67], a passive magnetic bearing concept for supporting high-speed
rotors has been presented and experimentally veriﬁed up to 90 000 rpm.
It is a homopolar electrodynamic bearing with ring magnets that induce
stabilizing eddy currents without the need for any control electronics.
Beside the advantage of no extra controller and position measurement
needed, it also has a small size. However, it is no option due to increasing
instabilities with increasing speed and low stiﬀness.
Hybrid Bearings
Hybrid bearings can incorporate the advantages and eliminate the drawbacks of diﬀerent bearing types. For example, a combined aerodynamic
and magnetic bearing can eliminate the wear of the air bearing at start
and stop and provide a control and stabilization possibility, whereas the
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air bearing can take the main load [68]. Another example is the commonly used emergency ball bearings in magnetic bearings preventing a
crash of the rotor if the magnetic bearings fails.

4.1.3

Application Examples

The diﬀerent requirements of the applications and the diﬀerence in advantageous and disadvantageous of the bearing types lead to individual
choices. Three examples of high-speed applications are presented here.
In a dental drill the mechanical load is high in axial and radial direction,
and the bearings can be changed regularly. Therefore the ball bearing
is the preferred option. In a ﬂywheel storage, the losses of a bearing
are critical and the bearing has to usually work in vacuum, therefore,
the magnetic bearing is the optimal choice. In a miniature gas turbine,
the temperatures are elevated and therefore the air bearing is the only
option.
All the measurements for this Thesis have been made with test benches
and demonstrators running on ball bearings. This is due to the simplicity,
robustness against mechanical impacts, small size, avoidance of auxiliary
equipment and availability of miniature high-speed ball bearings.

4.2

Thermal Design

A thermal design of power electronics, an electrical machine, and an
application always has the goal of keeping the temperature within the
operating limits of the parts and materials used. In an ultra-high-speed
electrical drive system an its integrated application there are two very
distinct thermal considerations diﬀerent from other systems.
Whereas for the power electronics a standard thermal design can be
made, this is diﬀerent for the machine. As seen in Figure 2.19 the losses
for a machine with constant power rating increase with increasing speed,
even if the machine is optimized for lowest losses. This is mainly due to
higher air friction losses. To make it worse, as can be seen in Figure 2.18,
the outer radius of the machine decreases with increasing speed, this is
due to the lower torque demand. This combination leads to an increased
losses per surface area for increasing speed, as can be seen in Figure 2.20.
As a result, the higher the rotational speed, the more losses have to be
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cooled with a smaller surface in order to fulﬁll the operating limits of the
materials. This requires an increased eﬀort in the thermal design.
A second consideration is, as for the bearings, again very dependent
on the application. For example, in a gas turbine application, there is
excessive heat from the combustion and the turbine side, which heats
the rotor of the machine and also, depending on the thermal insulation,
the electrical generator. In contrary, in a compressor application for an
air pressurization of an airplane, e.g. the Solar Impulse system, the intake
air temperature is below zero degrees Celsius, and therefore a very good
cooling of the machine is present, and the air might has to be heated
intentionally.
Thermal calculations can be made analytically or with ﬁnite element
simulations, depending on the complexity of the system. As an example, the thermal design for two very diﬀerent systems, the two-stage Solar Impulse cabin air pressurization compressor and the 1 million rpm
demonstrator, is presented. The 1 million rpm demonstrator has a very
simple geometry, and can therefore be modeled analytically. It consists
of a machine as shown in Figure 2.1 with two ball bearings on each end
of the rotor, and the back side of the machine is attached to a test bench,
which also provides cooling. The main goal in the thermal design is to
avoid temperatures above 200 °C in the bearings. They are most critical
due to the high bearing losses and the poor thermal connection of the
bearings to the machine stator. The thermal model of this demonstrator
can be seen in Figure 4.1 and the loss components and the resulting temperatures of the knots of the thermal model can be found in Figure 4.2.
In the Solar Impulse air pressurization compressor, the intake air
temperature is −56 °C, and therefore one goal of the thermal design is to
keep the temperature in the ball bearings above 0 °C. A second goal is
to cool the motor. Both goals have been achieved by guiding the intake
air around the motor. The Solar Impulse compressor has a more complex
geometry than the 1 million rpm demonstrator, and therefore the thermal
design is done with ﬁnite element simulations. The results can be found
in Figure 4.3. It can be seen that the temperatures in the bearings can
be kept above zero with an according ﬂow director 1 and guiding the air
around the generator.
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Figure 4.1: Thermal model of the 1 million rpm demonstrator system.
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Figure 4.2: Power losses and resulting temperatures in the 1 million rpm
demonstrator calculated with the thermal model presented in Figure 4.1.

4.3
4.3.1

Rotordynamics
Motivation

Ideally, a rotor is perfectly balanced, i.e. that means the geometrical centerline equals the centerline of mass. However, in reality, every rotor has
unbalance, which excites vibrations. As the speed of rotation increases
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Figure 4.3: Power losses and resulting temperatures in the Solar Impulse
two-stage turbocompressor system calculated with an FE simulation.

the amplitude of this vibration often passes through a maximum that
is called a critical speed. If the amplitude of vibration at these critical
speeds is excessive, catastrophic failure occurs; either the bearing fails
or even the rotor structure disintegrates. Therefore, the main goal of the
rotordynamic analysis is to determine those critical speeds and avoid
a constant operation at these speeds. This can be done with adapting
the operational speed, or changing the bearings or the rotor geometry
and material and therefore shifting the critical speeds. Furthermore, the
critical speeds should be passed quick enough to protect the rotor construction and bearings.
There are several commercial tools available for determining critical
speeds, usually based on 1D or 3D Finite Element rotor models. However,
they have the drawback that they are usually computational intense and
do not have an interface for access by external programs, for example
the optimization routine presented in section 2.4. Furthermore, for the
simple rotor geometries used in the motor concepts presented in this
Thesis, a simple algorithm for calculating the critical speeds is suﬃcient.
Therefore, a simple, calculation eﬃcient code is presented.
When the rotor dynamic analysis is used in the optimization routine,
it checks the optimized machines concerning critical speeds and even75
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tually constrains the geometry of the rotor such that the third critical
speed (the ﬁrst bending mode of the rotor without bearings) is above
120% of the rated speed.

4.3.2

Modeling

Euler-Bernoulli Beam Equation
The rotordynamic analysis is based on the one-dimensional Euler-Bernoulli
beam equation (Figure 4.4, [69])
∂2
∂z 2



∂ 2 ψx
EIxy
+q =0
∂z 2

(4.1)

where the ψx is the the deﬂection of the beam in the direction of x
at the position z, q is the distributed load (force per unit length). E is
the elastic modulus and Ixy is the area moment of inertia.
For dynamic calculations, the equation is extended with the distributed mass moment of inertia depending on the cross section area A
and the density ρ. Furthermore, the bearings are modeled as deﬂectiondepending force cb ψ. This leads to
∂2
∂ 2 ψx
ρA 2 + 2
∂t
∂z



∂ 2 ψx
EIxy
∂z 2


+ cb ψ + q = 0.

(4.2)

On a body with a rotational speed ω around the z-axis with the inertia
Jz the gyroscopic eﬀect describes the torque generated in direction of the
y-axis at a rotation around the x-axis with the angular speed ϕ̇x and vice
versa. Therefore, two diﬀerential equations for the deﬂection in x-axis
direction ψx and in y-axis direction ψy are coupled and extended with
the gyroscopic terms leading to


∂ 2 ψx
∂2
∂ 3 ψy
∂ 2 ψx
+ cb ψx + qx = 0
ρA 2 + 2 EIxy
− 2ωIxy ρ
∂t
∂z
∂z 2
∂t∂z 2


∂ 2 ψy
∂ 2 ψy
∂2
∂ 3 ψx
ρA 2 + 2 EIxy
+ cb ψy + qy = 0
+ 2ωIxy ρ
∂t
∂z
∂z 2
∂t∂z 2
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Figure 4.4: Finite element modeling of a rotor.

or with the complex deﬂection ψ
∂2
∂2ψ
ρA 2 + 2
∂t
∂z



∂2ψ
∂3ψ
+ cb ψ + q = 0
EIxy 2 + 2jωIxy ρ
∂z
∂t∂z 2

(4.5)

where

ψx =(ψ)
ψy = (ψ).

(4.6)
(4.7)

Numerical Solution
For the rotordynamic analysis the distributed load q is set to zero, it
could be used e.g. for unbalance calculations or inﬂuence of magnetic
forces. Furthermore, in order to be able to solve any rotor geometry, the
rotor is discretized into nq pieces along the z-axis as shown in Figure 4.4
and therefore (4.5) is written in matrix representation as
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M ψ̈ + jωGψ̇ + Sψ = 0

(4.8)

where M is the mass matrix, G the gyroscopic matrix and S the
stiﬀness matrix. Inserting
ψ(t) = ψ̂ejωres t

(4.9)

in (4.8) leads to
2
ωres
ψ̂ + ωres ωM −1 Gψ̂ − M −1 S ψ̂ = 0.

(4.10)

which results in a quadratic eigenvalue problem with the eigenvalues
ωres and the eigenvectors ψ̂.
System Matrices
The mass matrix contains the masses of the discrete elements as shown
in (4.11).
⎛
⎜
⎜
M =⎜
⎝

0

m1
m2
..
0

.

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(4.11)

mnq
3

∂ ψ
The gyroscopic matrix G is derived from 2ρIxy ∂t∂z
2 out of (4.5). With
the relationship of inertia and area moment if inertia Jz,k = 2ΔzρIxy and
the derivation matrix VII (see (4.21)) it can be written as

G = Jz VII,b .

(4.12)

The stiﬀness matrix contains the matrix deﬁning the elasticity of
the rotor EIxy (4.23), the bearing stiﬀness Cb (4.25), the lengths of the
discrete elements Δz (4.25) and the two derivation matrices (4.16) and
(4.21). The matrix S is deﬁned as
S = ΔzVII,a EIxy VII,b + Cb
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Auxiliary Matrices
There are two boundary conditions that result in two derivation matrices.
There is no material at the ends of the beam to transfer a force to and
from, i.e.

EIxy,0 = 0
EIxy,qn +1 = 0

(4.14)
(4.15)

and therefore the derivation matrix VII,a is
⎛
VII,a

⎜
⎜
⎜
=⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛

0

c1
c2
..
0

.
cnq −1

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

cnq

Δz1
Δz1
− 2+δ
0
2
2
⎜ δ3 −(δ2 + δ3 )
δ2
⎜
⎜
..
..
..
⎜
.
.
.
⎜
⎝
−(δnq −1 + δnq )
δnq −1
δnq
Δznq
δnq +Δznq
0
−
2
2

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(4.16)

where
⎧
1
⎪
k=1
⎪
⎪
⎪
Δz1 /2δ2 (Δz1 /2 + δ2 )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
1
2≤k ≤n−1
ck =
δ
δ
(δ
+
δ
)
⎪
k
k+1
k
k+1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
1
⎪
⎪
⎩
k=n
δqn Δznq /2(δqn + Δznq /2)

(4.17)

and
δk = zk − zk−1 = (Δzk + Δzk−1 )/2.
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Furthermore, the ends of the beams are free, i.e.

ψ1 = 0
ψnq = 0

(4.19)
(4.20)

which leads to the derivation matrix VII,b as
⎛
VII,b

0

0

⎞

⎟
⎜ 1
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
.
..
=⎜
⎟ VII,a .
⎟
⎜
⎝
1 ⎠
0
0

(4.21)

The inertia matrix can be written as
⎛
⎜
⎜
Jz = ⎜
⎝

⎞

0

Jz,1

⎟
⎟
⎟.
⎠

Jz,2
..

.

0

(4.22)

Jz,nq

The matrix EIxy is deﬁned as
⎛
EIxy

⎜
⎜
=⎜
⎝

0

EIxy,1
EIxy,2
..

.

0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(4.23)

EIxy,nq

where the single components can be calculated with
EIxy,k =

π 4
r Ek
4

(4.24)

where r is the cylinder radius and Ek the Young’s modulus of the
speciﬁc element.
The bearing matrix can be written
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⎛
⎜
⎜
Cb = ⎜
⎝

0

cb,1
cb,2
..

.

0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(4.25)

cb,nq

where the bearing stiﬀnesses cb,k of the single elements are zero beside
at one point for each bearing. The matrix Δz is deﬁned as
⎛
⎜
⎜
Δz = ⎜
⎝

Δz1

0
Δz2
..

0

4.3.3

.

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(4.26)

Δznq

Results

Campbell Diagram and Critical Speeds
Due to the gyroscopic eﬀect the eigenvalues are speed dependent. An
interesting phenomena is that depending on the rotational direction of
the eigenfrequency, the resulting gyroscopic torque is either accelerating
or breaking, which leads to the so called backward or forward whirl. These
eigenvalues are usually plotted in the Campbell diagram as function of
the rotational speed. The intersection of the speed dependent eigenvalues
with the identity leads to the critical speeds.
As an example, the rotor of a turbocompressor for a rated speed
of 500 000 rpm is analyzed. It consists of a permanent magnet for the
electrical machine encased in a titanium sleeve, onto which the impeller
wheel, made our of aluminum, is attached. The rotor is supported by
two high-speed ball bearings, one in between the impeller and the motor,
and one at the back end of the rotor. A CAD cut away view can be
found in Figure 5.3. In order to avoid dangerous excitations, the rotor
construction has been adjusted such that the rated speed falls in between
the second and third critical speed. In Figure 4.5 the deﬂection of the
rotor in the resulting eigenfrequencies at standstill are shown. Figure 4.6
depicts the Campbell diagram for this rotor, where it can be seen that the
backward and forward whirl are very close to each other. Furthermore,
it can be seen that the ﬁrst two critical speeds are dominated by the
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3.4 kHz

5.4 kHz

16.3 kHz

Figure 4.5: Deﬂection of the turbocompressor rotor at the resulting eigenfrequencies at standstill. The color indicates the value of deﬂection and therefore
the location of highest stresses.

bearing stiﬀness and the main deﬂection occurs at the bearing positions.
Therefore, these two critical speeds can be damped eﬃciently with an
according bearing setup. However, the third critical speed is mainly due
to the rotor stiﬀness and can therefore not be damped by the bearings.
Therefore, passing through the third critical speed is most critical and if
possible has to be avoided.
Comparison with Commercial Tools
There is various commercial tools for the analysis of rotordynamics, usually also based on 1-D models or on 3-D ﬁnite element solvers. As mentioned in the beginning, those are not suitable for a integrated design
and optimization process. However, for comparison of the results they
are feasible. With a standard, multiphysics, 3-D ﬁnite element solver,
the eigenfrequencies of the same rotor of the turbocompressor have been
calculated. The ﬁnite element simulations do not include the gyroscopic
eﬀect, but the results match the analytical model as can bee seen in
Figure 4.7, therefore either rotordynamic analysis is suited for the rotors under investigation. However, integrating the rotordynamic analysis
into an optimization routing, the solution presented in section 4.3.2 is
preferred.
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Figure 4.6: Campbell diagram for the 500 000 rpm turbocompressor rotor.
The critical speeds are at the intersection of the rotational speed dependent
eigenfrequencies fres with the identity. The backward and forward whirl is only
visible for the third critical speed.
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3.3 kHz

5.4 kHz

15.9 kHz

Figure 4.7: Deﬂection of the turbocompressor rotor at the resulting eigenfrequencies at standstill, calculated with a commercial ﬁnite element solver. The
color indicates the value of displacement from the original position.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Results
In this chapter, the hardware and experimental results of two systems
are presented. Existing systems running at rated speed are especially
important for this research, because other systems reported in literature
from research and industry have not achieved speeds above 450 000 rpm,
[20]. Therefore, the feasibility of the design routines presented in this
Thesis is proved with hardware demonstrators and measurements for
speeds up to 1 million rpm.

5.1
5.1.1

Hardware
1 Million rpm System

In order to prove the feasibility of the electrical drive systems for speeds
up to 1 million rpm a demonstrator has been designed and realized. It
consists of a motor as presented in section 2 optimized for highest eﬃciency at a rated speed of 1 million rpm and a rated power of 100 W. The
power and control electronics are built for a maximum power of 200 W,
a dc link voltage of 60 V, and with a sensorless control as presented in
section 3. The technical details are given in Table 5.1 and a photo of the
demonstrator can be seen in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Photo of the 1 million rpm demonstrator. The machine is covered
with a see-through security box, and a display is connected to the electronics
in order to show the current speed.

5.1.2

500 krpm System

For a portable gas turbine project [70] and the Solar Impulse cabin air
pressurization system based on a miniature turbocompressor [71], a drive
system with a rated speed of 500 000 rpm and a rated power of 100 W
has been developed. The machine winding is optimized for low eddy current losses, however the total machine is not optimized according to section 2.4, but designed with a traditional method only considering copper
and iron losses. This allows for a comparison with an optimized design.
Furthermore, there is two versions of the machine, one with a stator core
our of silicon-iron laminations, a second one with amorphous iron laminations, resulting in either 4.5 W or 0.5 W of iron losses at rated speed. The
power and control electronics are built for a maximum power of 150 W,
a dc link voltage of 30 V, and with a sensorless control as presented in
section 3.
In one case this drive system is operating as a starter/generator for a
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1 cm

Figure 5.2: Photo of the 500 krpm system with stator and rotor parts (left),
its integration into the miniature turbocompressor (middle) and the power and
control electronics (right).

Stator
core

Winding

Air outlet

High-speed
ball bearing

Permanent magnet
encased in
titanium sleeve

Air inlet
Impeller

Figure 5.3: Cut away view of the miniature turbocompressor showing the
inner construction.

gas turbine, in the other case it is purely run in motor operation in order
to drive a radial turbocompressor, which supplies the Solar Impulse airplane cabin with air at 12 000 m altitude in order for one pilot to be able
to breath. A photo of the single parts and the integrated turbocompressor system can be found in Figure 5.2, a CAD cut away view is presented
in Figure 5.3 and the technical data is collected in Table 5.1.
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Rated speed
Rated power
Rotor radius
Stator radius
Active length
First critical speed
Second critical speed
Third critical speed
Copper losses
Iron losses
Air friction losses
Stator resistance
Stator inductance
PM ﬂux linkage
DC link voltage
DC/DC switching frequency
DC link inductance
1

silicon-iron,

2

nr ( krpm)
Pr ( W)
R2 ( mm)
R5 ( mm)
L( mm)
( kHz/krpm)
( kHz/krpm)
( kHz/krpm)
PCu ( W)
PF e ( W)
Pf,air ( W)
Rs ( Ω)
Ls ( μH)
ψpm ( mVs)
VDC ( V)
fs ( kHz)
LDC ( μH)

500 krpm
500
100
3
8
15
2.9/176
4.6/276
14.3/858
5.5
1
4.5 /0.52
6.5
0.13
2.25
0.306
30
200
30

1 Mrpm
1 000
100
1.75
7
11.5
3.4/206
4.9/293
18.0/1080
4.3
0.2
4.7
0.36
11.5
0.243
60
200
60

amorphous iron

Table 5.1: Data for the two experimental systems.

5.2

Power and Control Electronics Measurements

The correct functionality of the power and control electronics is veriﬁed
with the 1 million rpm demonstrator. In Figure 5.4 the waveforms of the
drive system running at 1 000 000 rpm are shown.

5.3

Machine Measurement Methods and Results

Measurements are undertaken to verify the theoretical machine design
and the determination of losses not considered in the design, mainly the
bearing losses. Previously reported high-speed test benches are realized
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u

t

iph

Tp

Tn

Figure 5.4: Waveforms of the demonstrator at 1.1 million rpm: terminal voltage (ut , 50 V/div), phase current (iph , 5A/div), and positive (Tp ) and negative (Tn ) switching signal of the corresponding half bridge. The time scale is
20 μs/div.

using available hardware, such as mechanical couplings, ball bearings,
torque transducers and temperature sensors, since the speed is limited to
a few tens of thousand rpm, and the power is in the range of kW with a
torque of several Nm (e.g. [72]). In contrast, signiﬁcant challenges exist
to measure on machines with operating speeds exceeding 500 000 rpm
and measuring very low torque values of mNm at high speeds.

5.3.1

Machine Resistance and Inductance Measurements

The machine inductance and resistance is measured using standard 4 line
measurement methods on the machine stator, usually when the rotor is
removed. The inductance for all machines is within a few percent of the
calculated value. With the measured resistance, which also is within a
few percent of the estimated value, the dc copper losses in the machine
can be calculated according to
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Figure 5.5: Waveforms of the 500 krpm machine at 500 000 rpm. The voltage
scale is 5 V/div and the time scale is 40 μs/div.

PCu,dc = I 2 Rdc .

(5.1)

Since all the machines constructed are optimized for highest eﬃciency,
the resulting strand diameters are in the area of tens of micrometers
in order to limit the proximity eﬀect losses. Therefore, compared to dc
and proximity eﬀect losses, the skin eﬀect losses are very small and are
therefore omitted.

5.3.2

Back EMF Measurement

Beside the phase inductance and resistance, the permanent-magnet ﬂux
linkage has to be determined in order to fully describe the machine model
presented in section 2.5. This can be done by measuring the back EMF
from the open-loop phase voltage. To achieve open-loop operation, meaning zero phase currents, either the machine is driven as generator, or the
speed of the machine is increased in motor mode and then the inverter is
switched oﬀ. The permanent-magnet ﬂux linkage can then be calculated
using (2.40) and setting is = 0. For the 500 krpm machine, the 16 V peak
measured at 500 000 rpm, as shown in Figure 5.5, exactly matches the
value given by the design calculations.
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5.3.3

Reaction Torque Measurement

With the knowledge of the permanent-magnet ﬂux linkage the torque per
current can be calculated according to (2.42). Nevertheless it can also be
measured directly for veriﬁcation by driving the machine as a generator
with an external motor and connecting a variable resistive load to the
machine under investigation. Since the inductive voltage drop jωLs is
very small compared to the back EMF especially at low speed, the phase
shift between current and back EMF can be neglected and iq of (2.42)
equals the peak values of the phase currents. The stator is held with
low static friction ball bearings and the reaction torque on the stator
is measured with a load cell. The copper dc losses and the ball bearing
losses are not measured with this setup, but the air friction losses and
eddy current losses in copper and iron are included in the measured
torque. However, the reaction torque measurement has been undertaken
at low speed where these losses can be neglected.
With this measurements, the machine design can be veriﬁed. However,
the accuracy of this method is not good enough to measure small diﬀerences in e.g. iron losses which only lead to torque diﬀerences in the submNm area. Achieving a good accuracy when measuring low torques in
the area of mNm is a diﬃcult task and an area of research itself [73], [74].
For the 500 krpm machine the predicted and measured torque is
shown in Figure 5.6, and it can be seen that they match very well.

5.3.4

Deceleration Test

In order to fully verify the machine characteristics from the design stage,
the calculated losses from section 2.3.3 and the bearing losses are measured. The dc copper losses can be determined with (5.1), and all other
losses can be measured with the deceleration test. For these measurements the machine under investigation is spun up to approximately 110%
of the rated speed and then the drive system is switched oﬀ such that
only the losses decelerate the rotor. The angular speed ω is measured
over time from the back EMF, and with knowing the speed gradient
∂ω/∂t the breaking torque Td,dec and power losses Pd,dec are calculated
according to
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Figure 5.6: Results of the 500 krpm demonstrator: Comparison of predicted
and measured torque over phase current.

J

∂ω
Pd,dec
= −Td,dec = −
∂t
ω

(5.2)

where rotor inertia J can be calculated exactly due to the simple
rotor geometry. With the deceleration test the total losses in open-loop
operation Pd,dec are determined, which include copper proximity PCu,p ,
iron PF e , air friction Pf,air and bearing losses Pd,brg according to
Pd,dec = PCu,p + PF e + Pd,brg + Pf,air .

(5.3)

Pd,dec does not include the dc current losses PCu,dc . The bearing friction losses are included in these measurements, but not included in the
total losses Pd that are calculated in the optimization procedure in section 2.4. Estimating the friction losses of ball bearings is diﬃcult because
these losses depend on the age of the bearings, the axial preload, the temperature, and the unbalance of the rotor.
In order to verify the analytical model for the air friction losses, the
deceleration test on a test bench with two of the 500 krpm machines
mounted on one shaft has been undertaken under ambient conditions
and in a vacuum chamber. Comparing this two measurements leads to
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measurement
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Losses (W)
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10
P
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f,air

5
PCu,p+PFe
0
0

100
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Rotational speed n (1000 rpm)
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Figure 5.7: Results of a test bench setup with the 500 krpm demonstrator
machine with silicon-iron stator core: losses Pd,dec and Pd,dec − Pf,air measured
by means of the deceleration test (solid) and the calculated losses Pd,dec −Pf,air
and PCu,p +PF e (dashed). The total measured losses can be subdivided into the
proximity eﬀect losses plus the iron losses, the bearing friction losses and the
air friction losses. The current dependent resistive losses are excluded in both
measurements and calculations. The measured total losses minus the calculated
air friction losses, match the experiments excluding air friction losses (vacuum
deceleration tests) well.

the air friction losses, as in vacuum they should be negligible. Only measurements from 400 000 rpm are presented because above that speed the
bearings fail due to the absence of air and therefore appropriate cooling.
Nevertheless the measurements show a diﬀerence, and the air friction
losses can be experimentally determined. The experimental results from
a 500 krpm machine with silicon-iron core match the calculations very
well as can be seen in Figure 5.7.
Having measured the total losses including bearing losses Pd,brg experimentally, and having validated the models for air friction losses Pf,air ,
copper losses PCu,s + PCu,p and trusting the iron loss calculation the
bearing losses Pd,brg can be determined according to
Pd,brg = Pd,dec − Pf,air − PCu,p − PF e .
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For one individual 500 krpm machine, the measured losses Pd,dec and
calculated losses Pd − PCu,dc of the 500 krpm machine are shown in Figure 5.8 and the corresponding losses of the 1 million rpm machine are
shown in Figure 5.9. The results of the 500 krpm machine deceleration
test in Figure 5.7 slightly diﬀer from the the results in Figure 5.8 since for
the ﬁrst a test bench setup has been used, whereas for the latter the machine unit of the miniature turbocompressor is used, the two are slightly
diﬀerent in housing geometry. It is to be noted that the calculated losses
do not include the bearing friction losses. The manufacturer’s estimate
is 5 W for the two bearings at 500 000 rpm, which corresponds well to
the results shown in Figure 5.7 to Figure 5.9. It can be seen that the
losses can be drastically reduced by optimizing the inner dimensions of
the machine, namely decreasing the rotor radius R2 . This reduction is
mainly due to decreased air friction losses, which are proportional to R2 4
as shown in (2.30). It is also clear from these measurements that going to
higher speeds, especially towards 1 million rpm, the eﬀort for a further
eﬃciency optimization should be on the bearing system and not on the
machine side anymore. A better performance concerning losses might be
achieved with a magnetic or air bearing.

5.3.5

Machine Eﬃciency

Theoretically, when operating as a generator, the eﬃciency of the machine incorporating copper, iron and air friction losses can be measured
by comparing the mechanical power measured with the reaction torque
on the stator according to section 5.3.3 and the angular speed and the
electrical output power measured with a three phase power analyzer.
However, measuring eﬃciency diﬀerences in the percent range would require a torque measurement in the area of 10 μNm, which is very hard
to achieve. The torque measurement is disturbed by the friction of the
bearings holding the stator, the cable connections from the stator, and
any vibration on the test bench itself. Therefore, the determination of
the losses via the deceleration test and the resistance measurement is
more exact.
It is to be noted that the eﬃciency of the machine is very much
dependent on the allocation of the losses to either the electrical drive
system or the application. With deﬁning all the friction losses (air friction
and bearing) as part of the application (common in a gas turbine or an air
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Figure 5.8: Results of the 500 krpm demonstrator with amorphous stator
core: losses measured by means of the deceleration test (solid) and calculated
losses (dashed). The measured losses include the proximity eﬀect losses, the
iron losses, the air friction losses, and the bearing friction losses. The calculated
losses include the proximity eﬀect losses, the iron losses, and the air friction
losses. The current dependent resistive losses are excluded in both cases.
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Figure 5.9: Results of the 1 million rpm demonstrator: losses measured by
means of the deceleration test (solid) and calculated losses (dashed). Explanations of the loss components are as in Fig. 18.
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Pd = PCu + PF e + Pf,air + Pd,brg
Pd = PCu + PF e + Pf,air
Pd = PCu + PF e

500 krpm
84.4%
88.9%
94.3%

1 Mrpm
67.9%
91.6%
95.7%

Table 5.2: Machine eﬃciencies of the two machines under investigation, including and excluding bearing and air friction losses.

bearing drilling spindle) the eﬃciency of the 500 krpm machine is 94.3%.
However, allocating the losses to the drive system (for example for a
turbocompressor system) the eﬃciency drops down to 84.4%. Therefore,
in Table 5.2 the eﬃciencies of the machines for rated speed and power
are presented including as well as excluding ball bearing and air friction
losses. It is the author’s opinion that the air friction losses belong to the
electrical machine, whereas for the bearing losses it is depending on the
application. From Table 5.2 it is also clear that a further optimization
concerning eﬃciency has to be on the bearing side rather than on the
machine or power electronics design, especially for highest speeds.
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Conclusion
6.1

Summary

To the author’s knowledge, 1 million rpm is the highest speed ever
achieved with an electrical drive system. Furthermore, no electrically
driven compressor has been reported achieving speeds in the area of
500 000 rpm. These results have been achieved with individual research
results summarized in the following.
The machine selection has resulted in a permanent-magnet machine
with an air gap winding and a ironless rotor as the ideal choice. This
selection has not only considered the machine design and optimization,
but was also undertaken with respect to the power and control electronics design. There, for the usual VSI the low inductance due to the
slotless winding and ironless rotor is a drawback, whereas for the chosen
PAM inverter topology and commutation strategy, and stator ﬂux based
sensorless control, the low inductance becomes an advantage.
Increasing the rotational speed of a machine results in additional highfrequency losses in the rotor, the winding, the iron, and especially in air
friction. The ﬁrst three losses are due to increased eddy-current eﬀects
and are reduced with an according machine topology with low armature
reaction and no slotting eﬀects (rotor losses), a litz wire winding (copper
losses) and a high-frequency stator core material (iron losses). The air
friction losses however can only be reduced by decreasing the rotor ra97
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dius (and length), which inﬂuences the other loss components. Therefore,
in this Thesis an optimization method was developed in order to minimize the total losses. The constraints are set by the outer dimensions,
mechanical stress limitations in the rotor, and the rotordynamic design.
Compared to a traditional design not considering air friction losses
and using a standard high-frequency stator core material, with the optimization method presented in this Thesis the losses could be reduced
from 14.2 Watts to 5.2 Watts, which is a reduction of 62%. This reduction
is mainly due to the consideration of the air friction losses and therefore
a smaller rotor radius, and the implementation of amorphous iron for the
stator core. Although a further reduction could be achieved with higher
energy density permanent-magnets, nanocrystalline iron stator cores, and
additional eﬀorts on the winding conﬁguration, the improvements would
be marginal. If anything, the eﬀort for an optimization concerning efﬁciency should be on the bearing system, as this has a much higher
inﬂuence on the total system eﬃciency. As an example, the ball bearings used for the experiments have losses of approximtely 2.5 Watts at
500 000 rpm, but at 1 000 000 rpm they increase to approximately 18
Watts.
For the power electronics needed to drive the machine at highest
speeds, the traditional VSI is not the automatic choice. It was shown
that it would result in a very high switching frequency and a high current control bandwidth needed. The PAM topology and commutation
strategy is chosen due to an inverter switching frequency that equals
the fundamental frequency, only a single, low dynamic current control
needed on the dc side, and the possibility for a simple, back EMF based
sensorless control. The usual drawbacks of higher harmonic content in the
phase currents and lower dynamic current and speed control are no problem; due to the litz wire winding and the low armature reaction in the
machine the additional losses due to current harmonics can be neglected,
and the control dynamics needed are low in all presented applications at
high speed.
A sensorless control method for highest speeds, partly presented in
earlier literature, was developed. It is based on the stator ﬂux zero crossings detection. Due to the low inductance of the machine, the angle deviation of the stator ﬂux compared to the permanent-magnet ﬂux is very
small and does not have to be corrected.
With these technologies, two prototypes were realized; a 500 000 rpm
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turbocompressor system and a 1 million rpm demonstrator drive system.
Both of them include the machine design presented in this Thesis, and
are driven by a low voltage, MOSFET based PAM inverter including
the presented sensorless control. With these two systems, the theoretical
considerations were experimentally veriﬁed.
Beside these speciﬁc results, the author dares to add some general
remarks and lessons learned during the Thesis. Firstly, manufacturing a
drive system, realizing it in hardware, is a main issue as it inﬂuences the
design considerations and calculations. Furthermore, the manufacturing
usually has the biggest time constant in a project. Secondly, for designing an electrical drive systems for highest speeds, a very interdisciplinary
ﬁeld of technologies has to be taken into account: the bearing system, rotordynamics, mechanical stress analysis, materials, thermal design, electromagnetics, power electronics and control systems. An integrated drive
system design is needed considering all these diﬀerent aspects. And last
but not least, designing an ultra-high-speed electrical drive system always
has to include the application the machine is connected to. In contrary
to low speed applications, this connection can not be made with a coupling and the application can therefore not be designed separately. This
includes especially the mechanical rotor design and the rotor dynamic
analysis. Due to the resulting close proximity of machine and application, they are also thermally connected. In some applications, also the
electronics might be in close proximity or even integrated into the application, for example in a portable gas turbine system.

6.2

Outlook

Besides the results achieved in this Thesis there are some future challenges determined. As mentioned before, the most eﬀective eﬃciency improvement in the drive system can be achieved with new bearing technologies. This could also solve some of the other drawbacks of the ball
bearings used for the experimental setups in this Thesis, most of all the
limited lifetime, but also the temperature limits towards lower and higher
temperatures. Possible options are air bearings and magnetic bearings,
both an area of research itself.
As mentioned before, designing an ultra-high-speed electrical drive
system always has to include the application the machine is connected to.
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Due to the therefore required integrated design including electrical drive
system and application, the research can be extended toward diﬀerent
applications. Especially turbomachinery, compressors and turbines, have
requirements very well suiting the speciﬁcations of the drive system and
can therefore be an application area for future research.
Further research vectors could include high-temperature machines
and electronics, MEMS-based machines and applications for even smaller
power demands, and zero and low-speed sensorless control.
Finally, also the manufacturing, especially of machine parts (e.g. rotor
bandages out of diﬀerent materials such as ceramics or carbon ﬁber), can
be an area of research itself. There still are many problems to be solved
and many processes to be optimized.
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